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Abstract

Statistical decision rules map data into actions. Point estimators, inference procedures, and forecast-

ing methods can be viewed as statistical decision rules. However, other types of rules are possible,

such as rules for assigning individuals to treatments based on covariates, and methods for design-

ing auctions. We discuss heuristics for constructing statistical decision rules, and survey results that

characterize the properties of various classes of decision rules. Particular attention is paid to devel-

oping large-sample approximations to the distributions and associated risk properties of statistical

decision rules.
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1 Introduction

A statistic can be defined simply as a quantity computed from a sample of data. Thus any statistical

procedure is a mapping from the sample space of the statistical “experiment” into some space of “ac-

tions.” Standard procedures such as parameter estimators, hypothesis tests, and confidence intervals,

can be viewed in this way, but so can other types of procedures, such as forecasting rules, allocation de-

cisions based on past data, and methods for designing experiments. If we can also specify a criterion

with which to evaluate such decision rules, then we can draw upon a rich set of results from statistical

decision theory to analyze, compare, and choose among feasible rules.

Decision theoretic concepts and methods permeate statistics and econometrics with varying degrees of

formality, and we can only touch on some aspects of their use in this chapter. Our goal is to survey some

recent work in econometrics that adopts this framework to study different types of empirical problems.

We review some classical problems, such as point estimation and confidence interval construction, but

our goal is to highlight a richer set of decision problems that arise naturally in economic applications

and can be handled within the statistical decision theory framework.

We primarily focus on analyzing rules from a frequentist perspective, calculating their ex ante expected

performance, where the expectation is with respect to the sampling distribution of the data. In some

cases, it is possible to characterize the finite sample properties of decision rules and obtain exact opti-

mality results. However, in many economic applications, the richness of the hypothesized set of prob-

ability distributions, the complexity of the action space, or the nature of the evaluation criterion, make

exact analysis infeasible. We consider how large sample approximations can be used to obtain approxi-

mate measures of performance and, in some cases, approximate optimality results for statistical decision

rules. Exact and large sample analyses are often complementary. Finite sample results for carefully cho-

sen special cases of the general decision problem can both provide intuition and often form the technical

basis for large sample theory.

The next section reviews the general statistical decision theory framework, which can be used to study

many applications of statistical treatment rules in economics. We set up the basic components of the

framework, including data, action, and evaluation criterion, and review some standard notions of op-

timality. We also introduce some of the large sample theory that will be used in the remainder of the

chapter. The remaining sections then consider various applications of the general approach. Section 3

considers “point” decision problems, where the action space is a subset of a Euclidean space. The lead-

ing case is point estimation in parametric models, but we also want to extend classical results on point

estimation to handle other decision problems, for example the problem of choosing a reserve price for

a first-price auction. Section 4 considers treatment assignment, where the action is a treatment pro-

tocol that specifies how to allocate a treatment among individuals in some population. This problem

has gained renewed interest in economics and other fields in recent years. Section 5 considers other

applications, including problems involving nonregular functionals, partially identified models, and ex-
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perimental design, where the decision-theoretic perspective can provide useful insights.

2 General Setup and Evaluation of Decision Rules

2.1 Setup

Our setup broadly follows the frequentist statistical decision theory approach of Wald (1950). Many texts,

such as Ferguson (1967) and Berger (1993), cover statistical decision theory in detail.1 We will consider

a statistical model to be a collection of probability measures M on some measurable space Z . We will

usually parametrize the probability measures P ∈M as Pθ, where the parameter θ lies in the parameter

spaceΘ:

M = {Pθ : θ ∈Θ}

In nonparametric and semiparametric settings, the set of possible probability measures M (and hence

Θ) is infinite-dimensional. In this case it is sometimes more convenient to drop the parametric notation

and simply identify θ with P .

The decision maker observes a random variable Z ∼ Pθ, with support in Z , and chooses an action based

on the observation. The action space A is a measurable space. A (nonrandomized) statistical decision

rule is a measurable mapping δ : Z →A . A randomized decision rule is a Markov kernel with source Z

and target A . In practice, we can view a randomized decision rule as a function δ(Z ,U ), where U is a

random variable independent of Z .2

We evaluate decision rules based on a welfare function W :Θ×A →R, where we interpret higher values

of welfare as more desirable. The expected welfare of a (nonrandomized) rule δ under distribution Pθ is

Eθ [W (θ,δ(Z ))] =
∫

W (θ,δ(z))dPθ(z).

(For a randomized rule δ(Z ,U ), we further integrate W over the appropriate distribution of U .) Note that

this quantity depends on the value of θ, which is not known. Therefore, to evaluate decision rules we will

need to aggregate the expected welfare over possible values of θ in some way as we will discuss further

below. In some cases it is convenient to work instead with a loss function L(θ, a), where smaller values of

loss are preferred. The risk of a decision rule is its expected loss:

R(θ,δ(Z )) =
∫

L(θ,δ(z))dPθ(z).

Example 1 Suppose that after observing Z ∼ Pθ, it is desired to produce a point estimate of θ. Then the

1See also Strasser (1985), Le Cam (1986), Le Cam and Yang (2000), and Liese and Miescke (2008).
2The additional randomness induced by U is often undesirable from the standpoint of minimizing risk, but we need the

additional generality to characterize some procedures used in practice. For example, Section 3.5 discusses some shrinkage
estimators that are asymptotically equivalent to randomized estimators.
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action space can be taken as A =Θ, and we can denote a point estimator as a function θ̂ : Z →Θ. Suppose

θ is scalar and we evaluate the performance of the point estimator by squared error loss L(θ, a) = (θ−a)2.

Then its frequentist risk is

R(θ, θ̂) =
∫

L(θ, θ̂(z))dPθ(z) =
∫ (

θ− θ̂(z)
)2

dPθ(z).

This fits into our framework by setting W (θ, a) =−L(θ, a). We will discuss point estimation and other point

decision problems, where the action space is a subset of a Euclidean space, in more detail in Section 3.

In practice only some elements of θ, or some function of θ, may be relevant for welfare. In this case, it

may be convenient to modify the notation. Let κ : Θ→ K ⊂ Rd be the decision-relevant quantity, and

suppose the welfare function given κ and an action a is given by W̃ (κ, a). The problem can be rewritten

as above by defining a welfare function W that depends on θ only through κ(θ): W (θ, a) = W̃ (κ(θ), a).

The expected welfare of rule δ under θ is

Eθ [W (θ,δ(Z ))] =
∫

W̃ (κ(θ),δ(z))dPθ(z).

In general, the expected welfare may continue to depend on the entire vector θ, through the distribution

of Z .

Later, to develop large sample results we will work with a sequence of statistical models:

Mn = {P (n)
θ

: θ ∈Θ},

with Z (n) ∼ P (n)
θ

supported on Z (n). Here n usually represents the sample size of the data. A leading case

is when we observe an i.i.d. sample Z (n) = Z n := (Z1, . . . , Zn) where Zi ∼ Pθ. Then P (n)
θ

= P n
θ

, the n-fold

product measure of Pθ. We can then modify the notation for decision rules and welfare accordingly.

2.2 Counterfactuals in the Wald Framework

To work within the Wald framework, we need to specify the parameter space Θ and associated observa-

tion model Z ∼ Pθ, the action space A , and the welfare function W (θ, a) or loss function L(θ, a). The

framework is quite general and can handle decision problems involving counterfactual outcomes, and

more generally structural models with latent variables.

Suppose there are possible treatments or policies t ∈ T that are interpreted as interventions that could

affect an outcome of interest Y ∈ Y . There is some primitive utility function u : Y → R that evaluates

final outcomes. If Y has a distribution F , then expected utility is
∫

u(y)dF (y). More generally, there could

be some welfare functional W (F ) that evaluates different possible distributions of Y .

Since Y is thought to be affected by the action, it is convenient to posit the existence of latent variables
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Y (t ) for t ∈T . These potential outcomes reflect counterfactual scenarios under different interventions.

The different potential outcomes have marginal distributions FY (t ) in the target population of the inter-

vention.

We need to specify the form of the observed data Z ∼ P ∈ P , where P is related in some way to the

distributions FY (t ). Structural models in econometrics typically involve some latent variables which are

invariant to interventions. In causal (potential outcome) models the latent variables are the potential

outcomes themselves, but other types of structural models may specify more primitive objects from

which potential outcomes may be derived. Suppose that the structural model specifies latent variables

S ∼Gθ, θ ∈Θ,

and there is some mapping from θ to the relevant potential outcome distributions {FY (t ) : t ∈ T }. The

latent variables are linked to the observed data Z by some observation function Z = Obsθ(S), so

Z ∼ Pθ :=Gθ ◦Obs−1
θ .

We have allowed the observation function Obs to depend on θ, to accomodate cases like Example 3

below. In principle we could also allow the observation process to be noisy, by extending the setup to

allow for an additional source of randomness.

In the classical econometric terminology, the distribution Pθ is the reduced form distribution of the data

under the structural parameter θ. In general, different values of θ may lead to the same observable

distribution Pθ, in which case θ is not point identified, see Section 5.2. The set of possible reduced

form distributions {Pθ : θ ∈ Θ} can always be reparametrized as {Pγ : γ ∈ Γ} such that the reduced form

parameter γ is point identified. (In the sequel, we will use θ as the general symbol for the parameter of

the model, which could be a structural or reduced form parameter depending on the context.)

Finally, we need to specify the action space A and the welfare function W (θ, a). In the simplest case,

the action space corresponds to the set of treatments: A =T , and the welfare function (in the expected

utility case) is

W (θ, a) =
∫

u(y)dFY (a)(y).

The action space could be more complicated, for example allowing for randomization over treatments

(in which case A is a set of distributions over T ), or conditional or dynamic treatments (in which case

A is an appropriate set of functions from some set into T ). The welfare function would then need to be

defined appropriately relative to A .

Example 2 (Simple Randomized Experiment) Suppose that there are two possible treatments, one of which

we will assign to the entire target population. Then we can take A =T = {0,1}. There is an outcome of in-

terest Y , and we define potential outcomes Y (0) and Y (1). We have a random sample of size n from the tar-

get population and randomly assign the treatment to individuals. The latent variables are S = (S1, . . . ,Sn),
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with

Si = (Ti ,Yi (0),Yi (1)).

Random assignment implies that Ti is independent of (Yi (0),Yi (1)). Then S ∼ Gθ, where θ indexes the

joint distribution of all the latent variables. We observe the treatment Ti and the potential outcome cor-

responding to the treatment assigned to i , Yi = Yi (Ti ). This defines the observation function Obs, which

takes

Si = (Ti ,Yi (0),Yi (1)) 7→ (Ti ,Yi (Ti )) = Zi .

Then Pθ is the joint distribution of Z = (Z1, . . . , Zn).

For the treatment assignment problem, the relevant components of θ are the marginal distributions FY (0)

and FY (1). By randomization of treatment, we have

Yi |Ti = 1 ∼ FY (1), Yi |Ti = 0 ∼ FY (0).

In this case, the decision relevant components of θ are point-identified from Z .

The simple binary decision problem in Example 2 can be extended to the case where individuals have

observable characteristics X ∈X , and we allow the assignment to depend on X . A treatment assignment

rule is a mapping a : X → {0,1}, interpreted as the decision whether or not to assign some treatment or

policy to individuals with characteristics x ∈X . Let A be a set of possible mappings, which could be the

set of all possible mappings 2X or some subset of 2X . Hence the action space is a subset of a functional

space. Then the statistical treatment rule δ : Z → A selects a conditional treatment assignment rule

based on data Z . We will discuss this problem in detail in Section 4.

The following example illustrates how the framework can handle decision problems involving a struc-

tural econometric model of individual behavior.

Example 3 (Empirical Auction Design) Suppose there are m bidders for a single object. The latent vari-

ables of the structural model are the bidders’ private valuations for the object S = (v1, . . . , vm), drawn jointly

from a distribution Gθ:

S = (v1, . . . , vm) ∼Gθ.

For example, these valuations could be drawn i.i.d. from a common distribution, corresponding to the in-

dependent private values case, or they could arise from an affiliated private values model as in Li, Perrigne,

and Vuong (2002).

Given the rules of the auction and an equilibrium notion, bidders will choose bids b1, . . . ,bm based on

their individual valuations. Depending on the application, the observed data could consist of all the bids,

or just the winning bid, or some other function of the bid vector. In any case, there will be an observation

equation

Z = Obsθ(S),
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where Obsθ(·) captures the mapping from the valuation draws to the observed data. Since bids could de-

pend on the value of θ, which is unknown to the econometrician but typically assumed to be common

knowledge among the bidders, the observation function may depend on θ.

Suppose we wish to use the past data to redesign the auction for future instances. For example, we could

impose a reserve price, or choose among different auction formats. Let t represent an auction design, and

let T be the set of possible auction designs under consideration. Let Y (t ) be the revenue generated by an

auction of type t , when bidders’ valuations are drawn from Gθ. If we measure welfare by the expected

revenue of the auction, then the welfare function would be

W (θ, t ) =
∫

ydFY (t )(y).

In Example 5 below, we further specialize this example to explore large-sample approximations for empir-

ical auction analysis and design.

2.3 Classes of Statistical Decision Rules

Having set up the basic framework for a statistical decision problem, the decision-maker’s problem is to

choose a statistical decision rule from the set of possible rules. While this choice will be dictated by the

specific problem at hand, there are some general classes of rules that are useful in many problems. We

discuss a few of them next.

ML Plug-in Rules: Suppose thatΘ⊂Rk and the probability measures Pθ admit densities pθ with respect

to some measure. Let θ̂ML = θ̂ML(Z ) be the maximum likelihood estimator of θ:

θ̂ML(Z ) = argmax
θ∈Θ

pθ(Z ).

A maximum likelihood (ML) plug-in rule chooses an action that maximizes welfare taking θ at the esti-

mated value:

δML(z) = argmax
a∈A

W (θ̂(z), a).

More generally, for any estimator θ̂ we could define a plug-in rule analogously.

Bayes Rules: Let π be a (prior) probability measure over Θ. (We can also allow π to be a general, not

necessarily unitary, measure, if the following expressions remain well defined.) Let the Bayes welfare for

rule δ be

W (π,δ) =
∫

Eθ [W (θ,δ(Z ))]dπ(θ) =
∫ [∫

W (θ,δ(z))pθ(z)d z

]
dπ(θ),

where pθ(z) is the likelihood function. The Bayes welfare averages the expected welfare, which depends

on θ, with respect to the prior measure π. A Bayes rule δB (z) maximizes the Bayes welfare

δB (z) = argmax
δ

W (π,δ).
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When the order of integration can be switched, Bayes welfare can be expressed as

W (π,δ) =
∫ [∫

W (θ,δ(z))pθ(z)dπ(θ)

]
d z.

In this case, the Bayes rule is simply the action that maximizes the inner integral in the Bayes welfare

expression for each z:

δB (z) = argmax
a

∫
W (θ, a)pθ(z)dπ(θ).

The Bayesian posterior distribution of θ given z is proportional to the product of the likelihood and prior,

dπ(θ|z) ∝ pθ(z)dπ(θ),

so the Bayes rule maximizes posterior expected welfare:

δB (z) = argmax
a

E [W (θ, a) | z] :=
∫

W (θ, a)dπ(θ|z).

Empirical Welfare Maximization: Suppose that Z n = (Z1, Z2, . . . , Zn) where Zi are i.i.d. P ∈ M . Here

we identify θ with P so that the welfare function can be written as W (P, a). A natural nonparametric

estimator of P is the empirical distribution Pn which puts probability 1
n on each observed value of Zi .

The empirical welfare maximizer solves:

δEW (z) = arg max
α∈An

W (Pn , a),

where An is a class of actions which could depend on sample size. This can be viewed as a type of plug-in

rule.

An alternative formulation is useful in the case where W has the form of an expectation. If

W (P, a) =
∫

u(z, a)dP (z),

for some function u(·, ·), then

W (Pn , a) = 1

n

n∑
i=1

u(Zi , a),

and the empirical welfare maximizer simply maximizes W (Pn , a) with respect to a.

2.4 Evaluating Statistical Decision Rules

For a given decision rule δ, its expected welfare Eθ[W (θ,δ(Z ))] is a function of θ ∈Θ. Typically, we cannot

learn θ perfectly from the available data, so it is not possible to construct a rule that achieves the best

possible expected welfare uniformly over θ. A rule δ is admissible if no other rule does as well for all
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possible values of θ and strictly improves upon it for some θ: there does not exist δ̃ with

Eθ[W (θ,δ(Z ))] ≤ Eθ[W (θ, δ̃(Z ))] ∀θ ∈Θ, with

Eθ[W (θ,δ(Z ))] < Eθ[W (θ, δ̃(Z ))] for some θ.

In practice, many rules may be admissible. To make finer comparisons among rules, one approach is to

aggregate their expected welfare over θ ∈Θ in some way, for example by averaging with respect to some

measure onΘ or considering some notion of worst-case performance.

2.4.1 Bayes Welfare

Recall that for a prior distribution π overΘ, the Bayes welfare of a rule δ is

W (π,δ) =
∫

Eθ [W (θ,δ(Z ))]dπ(θ),

and for given π the corresponding Bayes decision rule maximizes W (π,δ). Thus Bayes decision rules au-

tomatically maximize average expected welfare. The Bayes welfare criterion can be motivated axiomati-

cally following Anscombe and Aumann (1963) and Savage (1972).

2.4.2 Maxmin and Minmax Regret

The maxmin expected welfare of a decision rule δ is

inf
θ∈Θ

Eθ [W (θ,δ)] .

A maxmin rule maximizes this quantity.3 See Gilboa and Schmeidler (1989) for an axiomatic treatment

of maxmin expected welfare.

An alternative criterion is minmax regret. Consider the action a∗(θ) which maximizes welfare under θ:

a∗(θ) ∈ argmax
a

W (θ, a)

with corresponding risk W ∗(θ) = maxa W (θ, a).

Welfare loss regret is defined as the difference between the welfare of this ideal action and the welfare of

the given action: W ∗(θ)−W (θ, a), and a minmax regret rule minimizes:

sup
θ∈Θ

Eθ
[
W ∗(θ)−W (θ, a)

]
.

3More generally, we could consider the worst case Bayes welfare with respect to a set of prior distributions overΘ, leading to
what is called the Γ-minmax criterion.
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The minmax regret criterion seems to have been first proposed by Savage (1951), in a discussion of the

minmax criterion used by Wald (1950). Axioms for minmax-regret were proposed by Milnor (1954); see

also Hayashi (2008) and Stoye (2011).

2.4.3 Optimality under Restrictions on Decision Rules

In some applications, we may wish to restrict the class of decision rules to satisfy some constraints. For

example, there may be practical or institutional restrictions on the kinds of allocation rules allowed in

the treatment assignment problems introduced following Example 2 above and further considered in

Section 4. A more familiar example is the classical Neyman-Pearson approach to inference, where one

imposes a constraint that the decision rule controls size (and possibly satisfies some other restrictions),

and then seeks to find the “best” rule (according to some criterion) within this class. Similarly, in point

estimation one could restrict attention to unbiased estimators and then seek a minmax or average risk

minimizing rule. One could also consider rules that approximately satisfy some constraint, as in Müller

and Wang (2017). Sharp results are typically only available in very simple models, though they can often

be extended via the local asymptotic approximation approach discussed next.

2.5 Bounds and Large Sample Approximations for Decision Rules

A statistical decision rule δ is a Markov transition from the data space Z to the action space A . Thus it

takes each the probability distribution {Pθ} over Z into a probability distribution over A . In principle,

given a rule δ we could work out its distribution under every θ, and then compute its expected welfare

Eθ[W (θ,δ(Z ))] as a function of θ. However, in practice this may be computationally infeasible, especially

if we want to evaluate and compare a large set of possible decision rules.

Nevertheless, it may be possible to obtain useful approximations to the distributions and expected wel-

fare properties of decision rules, that faciliate comparisons of rules. This is especially the case for min-

max regret expected welfare, because the minmax regret criterion recenters expected welfare conve-

niently for bounding and limiting arguments. In some cases it is possible to obtain a simple charac-

terization of rules that are approximately optimal with respect to a specific criterion.

2.5.1 Welfare Bounds via Concentration Inequalities

It is often difficult to explicitly calculate worst-case expected welfare, but in some cases it is possible to

obtain finite-sample bounds on minmax regret expected welfare. Recent applications of this approach

in economics include Manski (2004) and Kitagawa and Tetenov (2018).

To give a flavor of these arguments, suppose that Zi are i.i.d. P and welfare has the form W (P, a) =
EP [u(Z , a)] for some function u. The empirical welfare based on a sample of size n is W (Pn , a) = 1

n

∑n
i=1 u(Zi , a).
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The empirical welfare maximizer is

δew = arg max
a∈An

W (Pn , a),

but the true welfare of this rule is W (P,δew ). Since P is not known, we do not know the true welfare of

the rule.

One possibility is to obtain bounds on the regret

W (P, a∗)−W (P,δew ),

where a∗ solves maxa∈A W (P, a). Here A could be equal to An , the same class of possible rules consid-

ered in the construction of the EWM rule, in which case the welfare of δew is compared to the welfare of

the best possible rule in the same class. Or A could be the class of all possible rules, so that the welfare

of the EWM rule is compared to the best possible welfare among all rules.

Useful finite-sample bounds on the regret can sometimes be obtained from concentration inequalities

for empirical processes. The key step is to bound the empirical process

W (Pn , a)−W (P, a) = 1

n

n∑
i=1

u(Zi , a)−EP [u(Zi , a)],

uniformly over a. Under some conditions, one can guarantee that this quantity is small with high prob-

ability. See Bousquet, Boucheron, and Lugosi (2004) for a survey of techniques for obtaining these types

of bounds.

This approach yields worst-case bounds on regret which typically depend on sample size n. Embedding

the fixed-sample decision problem in a sequence where sample size n increases, one then obtains a rate

of convergence of minmax regret towards zero. A decision rule is (minmax regret) rate-optimal if its

minmax regret expected welfare achieves the best possible rate of convergence.

2.5.2 Large Sample Approximations via Local Asymptotics

Large sample distributional approximations play an important role in statistics and econometrics, es-

pecially in constructing inference procedures. Here, we show some ways to use large sample theory to

obtain approximate characterizations of the welfare properties of decision rules and comparisons be-

tween decision rules. We use the framework developed by Le Cam (1972, 1986). Our notation and key

results are adapted from van der Vaart (1991a) and van der Vaart (1998). Other useful treatments include

Ibragimov and Hasminskii (1981) and Le Cam and Yang (2000). In this section we focus on the case with

i.i.d. data from a smooth parametric model to illustrate the main concepts, but local asymptotic approx-

imations can also be used in some nonstandard parametric models, problems with dependent data, and

settings where the parameter space is infinite-dimensional.
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Consider a random sample Z n = (Z1, . . . , Zn), where the Zi are i.i.d. with distribution Pθ for θ ∈ Θ ⊂ Rk .

So Z n is distributed P n
θ

. We will take approximations as the sample size n goes to infinity. If the model

is identified in the usual sense, typically there will exist point estimators θ̂ of θ that are consistent in the

sense that θ̂
p−→ θ as n →∞. Then a plug-in decision rule based on θ̂ will typically have expected welfare

converging to the infeasible optimal welfare that would obtain if θ were known. Of course, this type of

crude approximation does not capture the welfare loss due to estimation error in θ̂, nor does it lead to

useful comparisons between, say, plug-in rules based on different consistent estimators of θ.

Thus, we wish to obtain finer approximations that capture the role of parameter uncertainy in the per-

formance of a decision rule. Suppose that the parametric model {Pθ} satisfies a standard smoothness

condition around a centering value θ0 ∈Θ:

Assumption 1 (a) Differentiability in quadratic mean: there exists a function s : Z → Rm , the score func-

tion, such that ∫ [
dP 1/2

θ0+h(z)−dP 1/2
θ0

(z)− 1

2
h′ · s(z)dP 1/2

θ0
(z)

]2

= o(‖h‖2) as h → 0;

(b) The Fisher information matrix J0 = Eθ0 [ss′] is nonsingular.

Assumption 1 is a sufficient condition for the model to be locally asymptotically normal (LAN) at θ0

(van der Vaart, 1998). Given this assumption, it will be useful to adopt the usual local parametrization

around a point θ0,

θn,h = θ0 + hp
n

.

Differentiability in quadratic mean ensures that the normalized log-likelihood function of the model is

approximately quadratic in a local neighborhood of θ0. This turns out to be a key property that leads to

the local asymptotic normality property. More generally, the limiting distributions of natural estimators

and the limiting properties of the decision problem will depend crucially on the local behavior of the

likelihood function of the model. In “non-regular” models the likelihood may have a different limiting

form, but this form may be sufficiently tractable to lead to useful risk approximations and comparisons

of decision rules.

In general, we fix θ0 ∈Θ and consider sequences of local alternatives θ0 +φnh, where h ∈Rk and φn → 0

is a normalizing sequence of matrices. In regular parametric models satisfying Assumption 1, the appro-

priate norming is φn = 1p
n

Ik where Ik is the k-dimensional identity matrix, and we would approximate

the distribution of a root-n consistent estimator θ̂ by taking the distributional limit of

φ−1
n

(
θ̂− (θ0 +φnh)

)=p
n

(
θ̂−θ0

)−h

under the sequence of measures P n
θ0+h/

p
n

. However, in other applications a different norming sequence

may be appropriate.
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Consider the sequence of statistical models En = {P n
θ0+φn h : h ∈ Rk }. Their likelihood ratio processes are

defined as

Λn,h0 =
(

dP n
θ0+φn h

dP n
θ0+φn h0

)
h∈Rk

. (1)

When working withΛn,h0 , we take its distribution under the localized probability measure P n
θ0+φn h0

. The

sequence of experiments En are said to converge weakly to the experiment E , supported on some mea-

surable space {X ,B}, with probability measures {Fh : h ∈ Rk }, if the likelihood ratio processes in (1)

converge (in the sense of finite-dimensional weak convergence) to(
dFh

dFh0

)
.

In other words, the likelihood ratio processes of the model are approximated by the likelihood ratio pro-

cesses of the model {Fh : h ∈Rk }.

For example, under the regularity conditions in Assumption 1, it can be shown that

log

[
dP n

θ0+φn h

dP n
θ0

]
= h′∆n − 1

2
h′ J0h +op (1),

where J0 is the Fisher information matrix defined in Assumption 1(b), and ∆n N (0, J−1
0 ). From this we

can show that, for each h0 ∈Rk and every finite subset I ⊂Rk , the vectors(
dP n

θ0+h/
p

n

dP n
θ0+h0/

p
n

)
h∈I

θ0+h0/
p

n
 

(
exp

[
(h −h0)′∆− 1

2
(h −h0)′ J0(h −h0)

])
,

where ∆∼ N
(
h0, J−1

0

)
. The limit on the right is the log likelihood ratio associated with the experiment of

observing a single draw from the shifted normal distribution N
(
h, J−1

0

)
, where J0 is known and h is the

parameter of interest.

The fact that the likelihood ratio process of the model of interest, after suitable normalization, converges

to the likelihood ratio of the simple shifted normal model, suggests that the normal model serves as a

kind of canonical model, characterizing the limit distributions of feasible decision rules. This intuition is

made precise in asymptotic representation theorems, which state that, for any sequence of decision rules

δn that have limiting distributions under the local parameter sequence θ0+h/
p

n, there exists a (possibly

randomized) decision rule based on a shifted normal N (h, J−1
0 ) whose exact distributions under every h

correspond to the limit distributions of δn . This enables us to characterize the limiting distributions, and

associated welfare and risk properties, of decision rules, and in some cases leads to tractable welfare- and

risk-optimality results. We will examine specific applications of asymptotic representation theorems in

later sections.

Other limits besides the shifted normal experiment are also possible, and we examine some examples

below. If the set of probability distributions under consideration is infinite-dimensional, corresponding
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to a nonparametric or semiparametric model, local asymptotic approximations are also possible by an

appropriate construction of the local parameter space; see Bickel, Klaasen, Ritov, and Wellner (1993),

van der Vaart (1991a), and Section 4 below. (See also Müller (2011) for an alternative approach to local

asymptotic efficiency without parametric restrictions.)

2.5.3 Approximating Risk and Expected Welfare

Recall that we evaluate decision rules by their expected welfare functions, or their risk functions. The

expected welfare of a rule δn is

Eθ0+φn h
[
W (θ0 +φnh,δn)

]
,

where the expectation is with respect to the distribution of δn under θ0 +φnh. For a given δn , we can

view this as a function of the local parameter h.

Taking n →∞, we could take the limit of the above expression and compare different decision rules by

their limiting expected welfare or risk functions. However, not all choices for the utility or loss functions

will lead to useful limits. In later sections we will discuss some conditions that ensure that the limiting

expected welfare and risk functions are nondegenerate and lead to meaningful comparisons of decision

rules; in some cases these conditions may be quite stringent.

A distinct but closely related approach is to work directly with the approximate distribution of the de-

cision rule. Under local parametrizations of the type described above, decision rules δn will often have

limit distributions after some normalization:

rn (δn − cn) Qh ,

where Qh are the limiting laws under different values of the local parameter h, and the norming rn and

centering cn may depend on the underlying model, the nature of the decision problem, and the specific

decision rule. We regard this as an approximation to the finite-sample distribution of δn :

δn
a∼ cn +Qh/rn .

With this approximation, we can then obtain heuristic approximations to the expected welfare or risk

of δn , given a choice for the utility or loss function. We will discuss the relationship between these two

approximation strategies in some of the applications below.

3 Point Decisions

In this section, we consider decision problems where the action space A is a subset of a finite-dimensional

Euclidean space. This applies to point estimation in parametric and semiparametric models, but also
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includes other decision problems. For example, data from auctions can be used to learn about bidder

preferences, and in turn to choose the reserve price in future auctions to increase expected revenue to

the seller. This can be viewed as a point decision problem where the action is the future value of the

reserve price. Another class of point decision problems are statistical portfolio choice problems, where

the goal is to choose an allocation vector a. Each element of the vector a is the fraction of wealth that

is to be allocated to a particular asset. Data are used to learn about the joint probability distribution of

asset returns, but the ultimate goal is to choose the future allocation.

For point estimation and related problems, there is a well developed theory for standard loss functions.

We review some key aspects of this theory, emphasizing the use of invariance arguments. We then con-

sider asymptotic theory for point decisions. Under standard loss functions, the finite-sample theory

carries over nicely, leading to local asymptotic optimality results.4 However, we also wish to consider

other loss functions which may be less tractable but are natural in economic applications. We may also

consider procedures that involve some preliminary model selection or model averaging. For these more

complicated problems, it is much more difficult to obtain optimality results, even in large samples. But

tools are available to simplify the characterization of the welfare properties of specific rules and to com-

pare rules.

3.1 Shift Equivariance in Point Estimation

To introduce some key ideas, we first consider a very simple point estimation problem. Suppose we

observe Z ∼ N (θ,1) (where the variance is known). A point estimator for θ is a decision rule δ :R→Rwith

the interpretation that δ(z) is the estimate of θ when Z = z. Consider squared error loss L(θ, a) = (a−θ)2.

Then the risk of the estimator δ is

R(θ,δ) = Eθ
[
(δ(Z )−θ)2]= ∫

(δ(z)−θ)2φ(z −θ)d z

where φ(·) is the standard normal density. As we noted above, this fits into our framework with welfare

W equal to the negative of loss L. Expected welfare then equals the negative of risk.

Consider the point estimator δ(Z ) = Z . This is the maximum likelihood estimator (and hence the ML

plug-in rule); it is also the Bayes decision rule under a diffuse prior; and it is the empirical welfare maxi-

mizer. This rule has a number of optimality properties. It minimizes Bayes risk with respect to the diffuse

prior. It can also be shown to be minmax (and minmax regret), and its risk is constant over the parameter

space.

These basic finite-sample results can be generalized in a number of ways. One useful extension is to

settings that preserve the “shift” structure of the simple normal model:

Parametric Shift Model Let Z ∼ Pθ, where the parameter θ ∈Rk , and the distribution Pθ of Z under θ has

4Some of the results in this section are drawn from the working paper Hirano and Porter (2003).
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a density p(z −θ) for some fixed function p, with support contained in Rk . We can interpret this model as

saying that Z = θ+V , where V has density p independent of θ.

For the parametric shift model, let the action space A be Rk , corresponding to point estimation or point

forecasting. (We could also extend the following analysis for the case where interest centers on a linear

function of θ.) Suppose that the loss function has the form L(a − θ), that is, it only depends on the

parameter and action through their difference a −θ. We assume L has the following properties:

Assumption 2 The loss function L(a −θ) satisfies:

1. L(a −θ) ≥ 0;

2. L(0) = 0;

3. The sets {w ∈Rk : L(w) ≤ τ} are compact for all τ≥ 0.

This covers a number of popular loss functions besides squared error loss. We could work with absolute

error loss L(a −θ) = |a −θ|, or asymmetric loss functions such as “check function” loss:

L(a −θ) =
{

c(a −θ) if a −θ ≥ 0

−(1− c)(a −θ) if a −θ < 0

for some c ∈ (0,1). Another asymmetric loss function, used in forecasting and other applications, is

the linex (linear-exponential) loss (Varian (1974); see also Zellner (1986) and Christoffersen and Diebold

(1997)):

L(a −θ) = exp(c(a −θ))− c(a −θ)−1, c 6= 0. (2)

This loss function is approximately linear on one side of zero and approximately exponential on the other

side, with the degree of asymmetry controlled by c.

In this extension of the normal mean problem, the statistical model, the action space, and the loss func-

tion are all compatible with vector addition in Rk . More precisely, we can consider the translation group

in Rk as defining groups of transformations over Θ and Rk , and the loss function is symmetric with re-

spect to these groups . Eaton (1989) provides an extensive discussion of statistical methods for models

with a group structure.

It will be useful to consider decision rules that are also symmetric with respect to the translation group.

These are the equivariant estimators. An equivariant nonrandomized estimator has the following prop-

erty: for all z, g ∈Rk ,

δ(z)+ g = δ(z + g ).

Letting g =−z, it follows that δ(z) = δ(0)+z, so any such rule must have the form δ(Z ) = Z + s, where s is

some constant.
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We can extend the concept of equivariance to randomized estimators. A randomized estimator is equiv-

ariant in law if the distribution of δ−θ under Pθ is invariant to θ. By the convolution theorem (Hájek

(1970), Beran (1995)), any equivariant-in-law rule can be written as δ= Z +S, where S is a random vari-

able with a fixed distribution independent of Z . Let µS denote the distribution of S. Then the risk of an

equivariant-in-law estimator can be written as

R(θ,δ) = Eθ[L(δ−θ)] =
∫ ∫

L(z + s −θ)p(z −θ)d zdµS(s).

Setting v = z −θ, we have

R(θ,δ) =
∫ ∫

L(v + s)p(v)d vdµS(s),

which does not depend on θ. Since equivariant-in-law rules have constant risk, they can be ordered and

we can seek to minimize risk across this class. Typically this minimum will be attained by a nonrandom-

ized rule δ= Z + s, for which the risk is

R(θ,δ) =
∫

L(v + s)p(v)d v.

Suppose that the expression above has a unique minimum at s∗ ∈ Rk . Then δ∗ = Z + s∗ will be a best

equivariant-in-law rule. Its risk does not depend on θ. By the Hunt-Stein theorem (see, for example,

Wesler (1959)), this estimator is also minmax. It is also minmax regret, due to the form of the loss func-

tion.

The best equivariant estimator is also the Bayes estimator under a flat prior. Recall that the Bayes rule

δB (z) minimizes the Bayes risk

R(π,δ) =
∫

R(θ,δ)dπ(θ),

where π is the prior distribution. If π is Lebesgue measure on Rk , then the Bayes risk equals∫
R(θ,δ)dθ =

∫ ∫
L(δ(z)−θ)p(z −θ)d zdθ.

Rearranging the order of integration, it is enough to choose δB (z) for each z to minimize∫
L(δ(z)−θ)p(z −θ)dθ.

Setting v = z −θ, we can write the minimand as∫
L(δ(z)+ v − z)p(v)d v,

and setting α(z) = δ(z)− z, ∫
L(v +α(z))p(v)d v.

By our previous assumption, this is minimized by setting α(z) = s∗ for all z, implying that the Bayes rule

is δ(z) = z + s∗. Hence the Bayes rule for a flat prior is best equivariant.
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Let us also consider the maximum likelihood estimator. In the shift model, the MLE solves

θ̂(z) = argmax
θ∈Rk

p(z −θ).

Suppose that the density p(v) has a unique maximum v∗. Then it is clear that

θ̂(z) = z − v∗.

So the MLE is equivariant, and by shifting the MLE we obtain the best equivariant estimator:

δ∗(z) = θ̂(z)+ (s∗+ v∗).

While we have seen that some natural estimators, such as the MLE and the Bayes estimator under a flat

prior, are equivariant, it may not always be desirable to restrict attention to equivariant estimators. We

will return to this issue in discussing model choice and shrinkage procedures below.

3.2 Asymptotics for Point Estimators

The exact results surveyed in the previous subsection are powerful but require a very special structure

among the parametric model, the action space, and the loss function. However, the shift structure, or at

least some aspects of it, often hold approximately in more complicated problems, a point first shown by

Le Cam in a number of influential papers including Le Cam (1970, 1972). Here we consider some ways

to use Le Cam’s local asymptotic theory to simplify the analysis of point decision rules.

As in Subsection 2.5.2, consider a random sample Z n = (Z1, . . . , Zn), where the Zi are i.i.d. with distribu-

tion Pθ for θ ∈ Θ ⊂ Rk . Fix θ0 ∈ Θ and suppose there is a local parametrization θ0 +φnh for h ∈ Rk and

some norming sequenceφn → 0. The norming sequence is intended to make the parameter θ = θ0+φnh

difficult to distinguish from θ0 asymptotically, in the sense of convergence of likelihood ratios below.

Typically, there will exist estimators θ̂ such that φ−1
n (θ̂−θ) has nondegenerate limiting distributions un-

der local sequences of parameter values.

Suppose the likelihood ratio processes satisfy convergence to a shift experiment: for every finite subset

I ⊂Rk and every h0 ∈Rk ,

Λn,h0 =
(

dP n
θ0+φn h

dP n
θ0+φn h0

)
h∈I

θ0+φn h0 
(

fθ0 (X −h)

fθ0 (X −h0)

)
h∈I

, (3)

where fθ0 (·) is a probability density function, and X has density fθ0 (x −h0) . The limit is the likelihood

ratio process of the experiment of observing X = h +V , where V has density fθ0 (v).

Example 4 Recall that if the differentiability in quadratic mean condition, Assumption 1, holds, then
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the model is locally asymptotically normal (LAN). In this case, φn = n−1/2 and fθ0 can be taken to be a

multivariate normal density:

fθ0 (·) = d N (· | 0, J−1
0 ),

where J0 is the Fisher information matrix at θ0.

A closely related case occurs when J0 is random. Such cases are called local asymptotic mixed normal

(LAMN), and arise in some time series applications and other settings. (See Davies (1985), Jeganathan

(1982), and Jeganathan (1995), among others.) LAMN models are shift experiments conditional on J0. We

will not pursue this case explicitly below, but many of the results for shift experiments generalize to the case

of conditional shift experiments.

Example 5 Structural econometric models with parameter-dependent support are non-regular, but can

have interesting and tractable limit distributions. To illustrate this we consider a simplified version of the

parametric auction model from Paarsch (1992).

Consider a first-price procurement auction with m bidders under the independent private values paradigm.

Bidders are symmetric with cost c ∼ Exp(θ), where Exp(θ) denotes an exponential distribution with mean

θ. In the symmetric equilibrium, bidders bid

b = c + θ

m −1

Note that the support of the distribution of bids depends on the parameter θ.

We have a random sample of n auctions (each with m bidders). Suppose we observe the winning (lowest)

bid bi for each auction. Then for i = 1, . . . ,n,

bi ∼ Exp

(
θ

m

)
+ θ

m −1
.

Although the distribution of winning bids is shifted by θ/(m −1), its shape also depends on the parameter,

so this is not a shift experiment. However, the structure of the model simplifies under local asymptotics.

Fix a centering value θ0. The appropriate norming turns out to be φn = n−1. Then it can be shown that the

experiments converge to a shifted exponential experiment with

fθ0 (·) = dExp

(
·
∣∣∣m −1

m
θ0

)
. (4)

See Hirano and Porter (2003) for further details.

A consequence of the limiting shift experiment is an asymptotic representation theorem for estimators

(and other point decisions). The following result is due to van der Vaart (1991a).
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Theorem 1 Suppose that the sequence of likelihood ratio processes converges to the likelihood ratio pro-

cess of a shift experiment as in Equation (3). Let θ̂n be a sequence of estimators that have limits under the

local parameter sequences θ0 +φnh:

φ−1
n (θ̂n −θ0)

θ0+φn h
 Lh .

Then there exists a (possibly randomized) estimator T (X ,U ) such that

T (X ,U ) ∼ Lh

when X = h +V , where V has density fθ0 (v), and U has a standard uniform distribution independent of

X .

This result states that any estimator possessing limits under the local parameter sequences can be rep-

resented asymptotically as some estimator in the simple shift model X = h +V .

Moreover, under additional regularity conditions, the form of the matching limit experiment estimator T

can be deduced from the nature of the original estimator. In particular, suppose that θ̂n is the maximum

likelihood estimator. Then, under conditions for an argmax theorem (see, e.g., Theorem 3.2.2 in van der

Vaart and Wellner (1996)), its limiting representation T is the maximum likelihood estimator in the limit

experiment:

T (X ) = argmax
h

fθ0 (X −h).

Here T does not depend the auxiliary random term U that appears in the asymptotic representation the-

orem. Since T is shift-equivariant in the limit experiment, θ̂n is locally asymptotically shift-equivariant,

i.e. regular. We will discuss regular estimators in more detail below.

3.3 Limits for Risk Functions

We want to use large sample approximations to study the approximate risk properties of point estima-

tors. To do this we need to examine the limiting properties of risk functions.

Suppose that the loss function for point estimation depends only on the difference θ̂−θ. Then the risk

of the estimator is the expected loss

R(θ, θ̂n) = Eθ
[
L(θ̂n −θ)

]
.

Since the point estimator will typically satisfy θ̂n
p−→ θ for all θ, the risk function will typically converge to

0 as n →∞. This type of limit is too crude to make useful comparisons between point estimators. Thus

we will consider rescaling the risk so that its limit is nondegenerate. This is most straightforward when

the loss function is homogeneous.
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3.3.1 Homogeneous Loss Function

Suppose L(·) is homogenous of degree j . For example, squared error loss L(w) = w2 is homogenous of

degree 2 while absolute error loss L(w) = |w | is homogenous of degree 1. Then it is natural to scale up

the risk by the factor φ− j
n , so that

φ
− j
n R(θ, θ̂n) = E

[
φ
− j
n L(θ̂n −θ)

]
= E

[
L

(
φ−1

n (θ̂n −θ)
)]

.

For example, in LAN models, φn = n−1/2, and n j /2R(θ, θ̂n) = E
[
L

(p
n(θ̂n −θ)

)]
. For estimators such thatp

n(θ̂n −θ) has a nondegenerate limiting distribution, the limit of the rescaled risk expression will typi-

cally be nonzero.

In Theorem 1, the limiting behavior of point estimators is considered under local parametrizations θ0 +
φnh. This suggests that we should consider the limiting risk as a function of the local parameter h.

Suppose the estimator satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. Then, under mild additional conditions,

φ
− j
n R(θ0 +φnh, θ̂n) = Eθ0+φn h

[
L

(
φ−1

n

[
θ̂n − (θ0 +φnh)

])]
= Eθ0+φn h

[
L

(
φ−1

n (θ̂n −θ0)−h
)]

→ Eh [L (T (X ,U )−h)]

=: R∞(h,T ).

In this form, limiting risk captures finer variation in estimator behavior than limits taken pointwise in θ.

Local asymptotic risk often approximates the finite sample risk of the estimator well. This finite-sample

behavior is also important for shrinkage-type estimators; see Section 3.5.

Having transformed the estimation problem to the local parameter space, and having normalized the

loss by a factor based on the localization and the degree of homogeneity of the loss function, we can

now compare estimators by the normalized limiting risks. This amounts to considering estimators in the

limiting version of the problem, using the same loss function as in the original problem.

Thus we can connect this limiting problem to the finite sample theory in Section 3.1. Theorem 1 gives an

asymptotic characterization of all estimators that possess limit distributions under the local parameter

sequences θ0 +φnh. An important subclass of these estimators are the regular estimators. An estimator

θ̂n is regular (at θ0) if the limit distributions of φ−1
n

[
θ̂n − (θ0 +φnh)

]
are the same for all h. Equivalently,

regular estimators satisfy

φ−1
n (θ̂n −θ0)

θ0+φn h
 L0 +h,

where L0 is a fixed law that does not depend on h. By Theorem 1, for each such regular estimator θ̂n ,

there exists an estimator T (X ,U ) with the distribution L0 +h in the limit experiment. Such estimators

are equivariant in law, and in Section 3.1 we saw that equivariant-in-law estimators are easy to analyze.
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In particular, if the loss function satisfies Assumption 2, the risk of T (X ,U ) is constant in h, making

risk calculations and comparisons relatively straightforward. Under some conditions, there is a unique

best equivariant estimator, and this estimator is also minmax among all estimators. The risk of the best

equivariant estimator in the limiting version of the problem can then serve as a local asymptotic risk

bound for the original problem.

The limiting shift experiment given in (3) involves a random variable X with density fθ0 (x−h). Following

the argument in Section 3.1, if fθ0 (·) has a unique maximum, then the maximum likelihood estimator

TML = TML(X ) can be written as

TML = X − v∗
θ0

,

where

v∗
θ0
= argmax

v
fθ0 (v).

Let s∗
θ0

be the minimizer of
∫

L(v+s) fθ0 (v)d v . Then the shifted MLE TML+v∗
θ0
+s∗

θ0
is the best equivariant

estimator in the limit experiment.

We can then seek to construct an estimator sequence in the original problem that matches the optimally

shifted MLE in the limit. As noted above, under regularity conditions, if θ̂ML is the MLE in the original

problem, thenφ−1
n (θ̂ML−θ0)

θ0+φn h
 TML(X ). Hence, to achieve asymptotic optimality, we can locally shift

θ̂ML to match the shifted MLE, TML + v∗
θ0
+ s∗

θ0
, in the limit experiment. Note that v∗

θ0
and s∗

θ0
depend on

fθ0 which is generally unknown. Under further conditions, we can replace these terms by the estimates

v∗
θ̂ML

and s∗
θ̂ML

, yielding the following estimator:

θ̂BR = θ̂ML +φn(v∗
θ̂ML

+ s∗
θ̂ML

).

This estimator is best regular, in the sense that its limiting risk is minimal among regular estimators, and

it is locally asymptotically minmax in the sense that its worst case limiting risk (suitably defined, see for

example van der Vaart (1998)) is minimal among all estimators.

It is important to note that optimality in the local asymptotic minmax sense is conceptually different

from finite sample minmaxity, and neither condition implies the other. In the asymptotic analysis, we

are considering the normalized risk of the estimator for values of θ in a shrinking neighborhood of θ0,

rather than over the original parameter spaceΘ.

Example 4 (LAN example, continued) In the LAN case these considerations lead to familiar asymptotic

optimality results. Specifically, the limit experiment consists of observing X ∼ N (h, J−1
0 ), and the limiting

distribution of the MLE is the same as the distribution of X . Since X is best equivariant and minmax

under squared error loss (and other symmetric loss functions), the MLE is asymptotically best equivariant

and minmax.
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Example 5 (Auction example, continued) As noted above, the limit experiment is a shifted exponential

distribution where fθ0 is the density of an exponential distribution, as given in (4). The exponential density

is maximized at zero for all θ0, so v∗
θ0
= 0. It follows that the MLE has

φ−1
n

(
θ̂ML −θ0

) h
 X ,

where X has density fθ0 (x−h). As discussed above, the limiting distribution is the same as the distribution

of the MLE in the shifted exponential experiment. However, in that experiment, the optimal estimator

under a location-equivariant loss L is given by X + s∗
θ0

, where s∗
θ0

is defined above and depends on both L

and fθ0 . For example, under squared error loss the optimal shift can be calculated to be

s∗θ0
=−θ0(m −1)

m
,

while under absolute error loss the optimal shift is

s∗θ0
=−θ0(m −1)

m
log2.

Putting together these pieces, φn

(
v∗
θ0
+ s∗

θ0

)
forms a “bias-correction” for the MLE (where bias is defined

relative to the loss function L). In practice, we can replace s∗
θ0

by a suitable estimator by replacing θ0 with

θ̂ML in the desired expression above. Noting that v∗
θ0
= 0, our locally asymptotically optimal estimator is

θ̃n = θ̂ML +φn s∗
θ̂ML

.

This estimator will have limiting risk function R∞(h, X + s∗
θ0

) equal to the limiting risk of the best equiv-

ariant estimator in the shifted exponential limit experiment.

3.3.2 Nonhomogeneous Loss

The theory outlined in the previous subsection is the standard approach to showing local asymptotic op-

timality of point estimators in settings with limiting shift form, including the LAN case. The homogeneity

(and location-equivariant form) of the loss function allows us to work with the same loss function in the

renormalized limiting version of the estimation problem.

Next, we consider the problem of choosing an estimator when the loss function is not homogeneous.

An example of a nonhomogenous loss function is linex loss L(a − θ) = exp(c(a −θ))− c(a − θ)− 1, as

defined in (2). Depending on the value of c, linex loss can be strongly asymmetric, but it is smooth and

approximately quadratic at the origin. As a result, the j = 2 norming is appropriate, because, for (θ̂n −θ)

small,

φ−2
n R(θ, θ̂n) ≈ c2

2
E

[(
φ−1

n (θ̂n −θ)
)2

]
. (5)
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Linex loss is approximately quadratic near zero, so if one applies the appropriate correction under squared

error loss, the estimator will have asymptotically optimal limiting risk. For example in LAN models, the

optimal correction is zero, so that no correction is needed for the MLE to be optimal with respect to local

asymptotic risk. This is somewhat unsatisfying, because the asymmetry (at the original global scale) of

the linex loss function no longer plays a role in the analysis.

We may wish to apply a small sample correction that reflects the global properties of the nonhomoge-

neous, possibly asymmetric loss function, but also achieves the usual first-order, local asymptotic op-

timality for the resulting estimator. We outline one possible approach. For concreteness, we base the

corrected estimator on the MLE, but the approach could be applied to other estimators that are asymp-

toticaly equivalent to the MLE up to a local shift, such as the Bayesian posterior mean.

Suppose we have convergence to a shift experiment as in Theorem 1. Further, assume that the maxi-

mum likelihood estimator satisfies φ−1
n (θ̂ML −θ0)

θ0+φn h
 TML(X ), where TML(X ) = X − v∗

θ0
as defined in

Section 3.3.1. Since X h∼V +h as in Section 3.2, we use the approximation θ̂ML −θ0 ≈
h
φnV +φn(h − v∗

θ0
).

Now consider a shifted version of MLE: θ̂ML+φn s∗. We want to use the approximation to the distribution

of the MLE to obtain an approximately optimal choice of s∗. The risk of θ̂ML +φn s is:

Eθ0+φn h
[

L
(
(θ̂ML +φn s)− (θ0 +φnh)

)]= Eθ0+φn h
[

L
(
(θ̂ML −θ0)−φnh +φn s

)]
≈ EV

[
L

(
φnV +φn(h − v∗

θ0
)−φnh +φn s

)]
= EV

[
L

(
φnV −φn v∗

θ0
+φn s

)]
=

∫ [
L

(
φn v −φn v∗

θ0
+φn s

)]
fθ0 (v)d v.

Choose s∗
θ0

to minimize the above expression, which approximates the risk of locally shifted MLE. Given

the shift structure of the limit experiment and the regularity of the MLE, it follows that the approximate

risk expression does not depend on the local parameter h. Hence, the approximately optimal local shift

s∗
θ0

also does not depend on h. As above, one could implement this correction as: θ̂ML +φn s∗
θ̂ML

. This

estimator would be locally asymptotically optimal under loss L but would include a correction to capture

the global curvature of the loss function.

Example 4 (LAN example, continued) In the LAN case,

p
n

(
θ̂ML −

(
θ0 + hp

n

))
θ0+h/

p
n

 V ,

where V ∼ N (0, J−1
0 ). Consider linex loss L as introduced in (2). We seek the finite sample correction factor
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described above. For simplicity, take θ0 to be scalar. To obtain s∗
θ0

, solve

min
s

E

[
L

(
1p
n

(V + s)

)]
which yields

s∗θ0
=− 1

2
p

n
c J−1

0 .

Hence, θ̃ = θ̂ML − 1
2n c Ĵ−1 is an asymptotically optimal estimator under linex loss that reflects the asymme-

try in linex loss.

Example 5 (Auction example, continued) The maximum likelihood estimator in the first price auction

is regular, with

n

(
θ̂ML −

(
θ0 + h

n

))
θ0+h/n
 V ,

where V ∼ Exp
(m−1

m θ0
)
. Again we consider linex loss L as introduced in (2) and want to find the corre-

sponding finite sample correction. To obtain s∗
θ0

, solve

min
s

E

[
L

(
1

n
(V + s)

)]
which yields

s∗θ0
= n

c
ln

(
1− c(m −1)θ0

nm

)
.

Note that the approximate linex risk exists if m
(m−1)θ0

> c
n , which holds for large enough n. The resulting

shifted MLE is θ̃ = θ̂ML+ 1
c ln

(
1− c(m−1)θ̂ML

nm

)
. For finite n, this differs from the bias correction derived above

under squared error loss, but since

n

c
ln

(
1− c(m −1)θ0

nm

)
≈− (m −1)θ0

m

for large n, the small sample correction for linex loss is asymptotically equivalent to the bias corrected

estimator under squared error loss.

3.4 Point Decisions in General Action Spaces

So far in this section we have focused on estimating the entire parameter vector θ and drawn upon clas-

sical results. Next we briefly consider other decision problems that also have finite-dimensional action

spaces. This applies to point estimation of parameter subvectors, but also to other economically inter-

esting decision problems such as the choice of reserve auction price in Example 2, and the choice of

portfolio weights discussed below in Example 3.
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Suppose the action space is A ⊂ RkA , and the loss function is L(θ, a) for a ∈ A . Here we do not restrict

the loss function to have the shift form L(a −θ). It will be useful to compare action and decisions to the

ideal (but typically infeasible) “action rule” a∗(θ) = argmina L(θ, a). Assume that a∗(θ) is unique for all

θ and is smooth in θ. Also, assume that loss is normalized so that L(θ, a∗(θ)) = 0, as would be true for

regret loss. And finally assume that 0 = ∂
∂a L(θ, a∗(θ)), as would be the case in an interior solution to the

minimization problem defining a∗.

Consider a rule δ̂ such that

φ̃−1
n (δ̂−a∗(θ0 +φnh))

θ0+φn h
 Lθ0,h . (6)

for a rate φ̃n → 0. It is straightforward to extend the notion of a regular estimator to rules in this setting.

A rule δ̂ satisfying (6) is regular if Lθ0,h does not depend on h. Let this limiting distribution be denoted

D ∼Lθ0 .

Let us expand the loss function around the infeasible rule a∗. For γ = (γ1, . . . ,γkA ) a multi-index, under

appropriate smoothness we can write

L(θ, a) ≈ L(θ, a∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

+ ∑
|γ|=1

1

γ!

∂|γ|

∂aγ
L(θ, a∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0

(a −a∗)γ+ ∑
|γ|=2

1

γ!

∂|γ|

∂aγ
L(θ, a∗)(a −a∗)γ

= ∑
|γ|=2

1

γ!

∂|γ|

∂aγ
L(θ, a∗)(a −a∗)γ.

It follows that the risk of a locally shifted version of the proposed regular rule, δ̂+ φ̃nb, can be approxi-

mated as follows,

φ̃−2
n R(θ0 +φnh, δ̂+ φ̃nb) ≈ ∑

|γ|=2

1

2

∂2

∂aγ
L(θ0, a∗(θ0))Eθ0+φn h

[
((D +b))γ

]
. (7)

This quadratic expansion parallels the familiar expansion of risk for point estimation in (5). We can then

minimize this approximate risk function to obtain the asymptotically optimal shift in the rule δ̂.

When the decision rule is a plug-in rule based on an estimator θ̂,

δ̂(Z ) = argmin
a

L(θ̂, a) = a∗(θ̂).

If a∗(·) is continuously differentiable, and the estimator θ̂ satisfies

φ−1
n (θ̂− (θ0 +φnh))

θ0+φn h
 V ,

then the Delta Method yields

φ−1
n (δ̂−a∗(θ0 +φnh))

θ0+φn h
 

[
∂

∂θ
a∗(θ0)

]
V ,
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So, regularity of θ̂ implies regularity of the plug-in rule δ̂.

When the partial derivative matrix
[
∂
∂θa∗(θ0)

]
has full row rank, then we can connect the search for an

optimally shifted estimator to the optimal shift for the general decision rule. In particular, we can show

that finding the optimal shift b to δ̂ through the quadratic risk approximation in (7) is equivalent to a

two-step approach. First, define the following loss function for parameter estimation:

L̄(θ, θ̂) = (θ̂−θ)′ Ā(θ̂−θ),

where

Ā =
[
∂

∂θ
a∗(θ0)

][
1

2

∂2

∂aa′ L(θ0, a∗(θ0))

][
∂

∂θ
a∗(θ0)

]′
.

Use this quadratic form estimator loss function to obtain the optimally shifted MLE,

min
s∗
θ0

E
[

(V ML +φn s∗θ0
)′ Ā(V ML +φn s∗θ0

)
]

where φ−1
n

(
θ̂ML − (θ0 +φnh)

) θ0+φn h
 V ML .

Second, the optimally shifted decision rule based on the loss approximation in (7) is

δ̃= argmin
a

L(θ̂ML +φn s∗θ0
, a) = a∗(θ̂ML +φn s∗θ0

)

(
≈ a∗(θ̂ML)+φn

[
∂

∂θ
a∗(θ0)

]′
s∗θ0

)
.

This estimator could be implemented by replacing s∗
θ0

with s∗
θ̂ML

, as above. In the special case where the

action and parameter space are both scalar, the optimally shifted rule can be equivalently obtained as

the plug-in rule based on the quadratic loss optimally shifted MLE; see the continuation of Example 2

below.

One could consider a further expansion of risk beyond (7) to obtain third-order derivative terms that

would capture asymmetries in loss, as shown in previous sections. However, in this more general setting,

the loss function cannot be expressed in terms of a difference between parameter θ and an action a. As a

result, the higher order terms in the risk expansion will typically include terms that depend on the local

parameter h. Then the idea of obtaining an optimal shift based on an approximate risk that does not

depend on the local parameter is no longer available. One could consider obtaining an optimal minimax

shift based on this risk approximation, but we do not pursue the properties of such a correction factor

here.

Example 5 (Auction example, continued) In this auction example, we can also consider other decision

problems. For example, we may wish to use data from past auctions to design future auctions. A simple

auction design problem is to select the reserve price (in the case of procurement auctions, the maximum

acceptable bid). Our discussion is based on Kim (2010).
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Let a ∈ A = [0,∞) be the reserve price. Suppose the auctioneer faces a cost of c0 and wants to maximize

profits from the auction. With m bidders, the expected profit from the auction with a reserve price of a is

W (θ, a) = c0[1−Fθ(a)]m +m
∫ a

0

[
c fθ(c)+Fθ(c)

]
(1−Fθ(c))m−1dc. (8)

Kim (2010, 2013, 2015) develops Bayesian methods for auction design, which are Bayes-welfare optimal

by construction. Aryal and Kim (2013) considers Γ-maxmin expected utility (set of priors) auction design

in a partially identified setting. Morgenstern and Roughgarden (2015) construct nearly optimal auction

design by bounding revenue loss. See also Chawla, Hartline, and Nekipelov (2017) who consider adaptive

auction design for revenue maximization.

Given θ̂ML , a plug-in reserve price rule is

â∗ = argmax
a

W (θ̂ML , a).

However, we could improve this reserve price rule through a second-order approximation as in (7). With

exponentially distributed costs, the parameter and reserve price action space are both scalar. As discussed

above, an equivalent way of improving the ML plug-in rule, is to use a plug-in rule based on the MLE

shifted optimally for quadratic loss. As noted previously, the quadratic loss optimally shifted MLE is

θ̃ = θ̂ML

(
1− m −1

nm
ln2

)
.

Then, the optimally shifted reserve price is equivalent to

ã∗ = argmax
a

W (θ̃, a).

Example 6 Another point decision problem in econometrics is portfolio allocation. Suppose X is an m-

vector of risky assets, X ∼ N (µ,Σ). For allocation a ∈ Rm s.t.
∑

a j = 1, a mean-variance objective function

is given by

W (θ, a) = a′µ− ca′Σa,

for some c ≥ 0. The parameters of the model are θ = (µ,Σ).

A common approach is to calculate a plug-in rule based on historical data Z :

δ(Z ) = argmax
a

W (θ̂(Z ), a),

where θ̂ may be the MLE or a shrinkage type estimator. Plug-in rules are widely used, but it is well known

that they may work poorly due to estimation error (estimation risk) in θ̂.

There is a large literature on Bayesian portfolio choice, including Zellner and Chetty (1965), Bawa, Brown,

and Klein (1979), Kandel and Stambaugh (1996), Barberis (2000), and Avramov and Zhou (2010). Mori
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(2001, 2004) and Kan and Zhou (2007) work with regret loss

W (θ, a∗(θ))−W (θ,δ(Z ))

and analyze the ex ante expected welfare properties of different rules. Mori (2004) shows that MLE and

shrinkage plug-in rules are inadmissible.

While the form of the welfare function is simple quadratic, an additional complication comes from the

constrained action space
∑

a j = 1. Suppose the optimal rule a∗ and MLE rule δ̂ML are in the constrained

space, so that 1′a = 1 and 1′δ̂ML = 1, where 1 is a vector of ones. To stay in the constrained action space,

we require that the shifts s of the MLE satisfy 1′s = 0. In this case, the risk expansion only occurs along

directions that stay in the constrained action space. For these directions the first derivative of loss regret

is zero (though not other directions in general), and the approximation based on second order derivatives

(within the constrained action space directions) simplifies nicely. In particular, the asymptotic distribution

of δ̂ML is mean zero Gaussian, so that the quadratic loss approximation yields zero shift adjustment to the

MLE rule. Interestingly, Mori (2004) contains small sample approximation to the MLE rule, which could

potentially be used to derive approximately optimal adjustments which could improve its performance.

3.5 Variable Selection and Shrinkage

So far we have mainly focused on point decision rules that are translation equivariant or regular (i.e.,

locally asymptotically translation equivariant). Such procedures can have minmax or average risk opti-

mality properties. However, there are often good reasons to consider estimators and point decision rules

that are not equivariant. In this section we review some results for shrinkage estimators, which are used

in a variety of guises in empirical work in economics, including recent applications of machine learning

regression techniques.

As in Section 3.1, we first consider a simple finite-sample settting. Suppose that Z is a k-dimensional

normal vector with

Z ∼ N (µ,σ2Ik ),

where σ2 is known. Equivalently, we observe independent random variables Z j for j = 1, . . . ,k with Z j ∼
N (µ j ,σ2). A natural point estimator for µ is µ̂= Z , with components µ̂ j = Z j . When the parameter space

for µ is unrestricted, this estimator is the maximum likelihood estimator and the Bayes posterior mean

under a flat prior; it is also best equivariant under squared error loss, minmax, and average risk optimal

under a flat prior.

Consider estimators of the form

µ̃ j = Z j ·Γ j (Z ),

where 0 ≤ Γ j (z) ≤ 1. This estimator shrinks each component of µ̂= Z towards the origin, by a factor that
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could depend on the data. (We could also consider estimators that shrink towards some other point in

Rk with minor notational modifications.) For example, if

µ̃ j = Z j 1(|Z j | > c),

for some c, the estimator µ̃ j = 0 when the initial estimate Z j is sufficiently close to 0. Pre-test estimators

(also called hard thresholding estimators) that zero out components for which a standard test does not

reject the hypothesis that the component is zero, are of this form. Alternatively, the shrinkage towards

zero could be more smooth. For example, the positive-part James-Stein estimator for k ≥ 3 has

µ̃ j = Z j ·
(
1− k −2

‖Z‖2

)+
,

and shrinks µ̂ j towards zero by a factor that depends on the sum of squares of the elements of Z . (See

James and Stein (1961) and Baranchik (1964).) Other point estimators, such as the Bayesian posterior

mean under some choices of the prior, ridge regression (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970), and parametric em-

pirical Bayes methods (Morris, 1983), are also of the smooth shrinkage form. Lasso-type estimators (Tib-

shirani, 1996) combine variable selection with smooth shrinkage. Bagging (Breiman, 1996) converts hard

thresholding estimators into a smooth estimator, by averaging the thresholding estimators over boot-

strap replications.

For point estimators with action space A =Rk , consider the sum-of-squares loss function

L(µ, a) =
k∑

j=1
(a j −µ j )2.

The estimator µ̂ = Z has constant risk R(µ, µ̂) = kσ2, and is minmax. In contrast, the risk functions of

shrinkage estimators typically vary with µ. The risk of the positive-part James-Stein estimator, and a

number of other shrinkage estimators, can be shown to satisfy

R(µ, µ̃) ≤ kσ2 ∀µ,

with strict inequality for some values of µ, when k ≥ 3.5 In other words, µ̃ dominates µ̂, and µ̂ is inadmis-

sible.

Thus it is possible, in principle, to improve upon the conventional maximum likelihood estimator in

this setting by using some type of shrinkage estimator. The potential gains are large when µ is high-

dimensional and there are natural restrictions on the parameter space. For this reason, shrinkage meth-

ods may be useful in nonparametric and high-dimensional regression methods, forecasting methods

using high dimensional vector autoregressions as in Doan, Litterman, and Sims (1984), and problems

involving many units with limited data on each unit as in Graham and Hirano (2011). The shrinkage

5For results on the risk of James-Stein and related estimators, see James and Stein (1961), Baranchik (1964), Egerton and
Laycock (1982), Robert (1988), among others.
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may be towards specific points in the parameter space suggested by economic theory, as in Ingram and

Whiteman (1994), Del Negro and Schorfheide (2004), and Fessler and Kasy (2018), among others.

On the other hand, it is more difficult to obtain sharp optimality results that hold in wide generality, par-

ticularly if the assumption of homoskedasticity is dropped.6 In general different shrinkage estimators

may have risk functions that cross, because they trade off performance across the parameter space dif-

ferently. It can also be difficult to calculate the exact risk function for some procedures based on variable

selection or shrinkage, at least under a realistically wide range of data generating processes.

In the remainder of this section we will focus on obtaining useful large-sample approximations to the

risk functions of shrinkage-type procedures. We seek approximations that are sufficiently tractable to

allow comparisons between procedures, and in some cases suggest ways to improve upon them. Local

asymptotic approximations of the type we consider here have been used by a number of authors to ex-

plore model selection and shrinkage estimators; see for example Knight and Fu (2000), Bühlmann and

Yu (2002), Inoue and Kilian (2006), Claeskens and Hjort (2008), and Hansen (2016). Some of the following

results are based on Hirano and Wright (2017).

To fix ideas, consider the classical regression model, where we have i.i.d. draws from a distribution for

(yi , xi ), with

yi =β′xi +ui , E [ui |xi ] = 0,V [ui |xi ] =σ2,

where xi is k ×1. Assume E [xi x ′
i ] = Ik for simplicity. (Many of these restrictions can be relaxed.) Let β̂ be

the usual LS estimator. In this setting, the positive-part James-Stein estimator is

β̃= β̂×max

{
1− k −2

nβ̂′V̂ −1β̂
,0

}
,

where V̂ is an estimate of V (β̂).

Post-model selection estimators can be viewed as shrinkage estimators, which set some elements of β

to zero based on the data. One approach popular in forecasting applications is to use a pseudo out-of-

sample criterion to select elements of β to set to zero. One version of the out-of-sample (OOS) model

selection approach is the following. For each model m which picks a subset of the k regressors, estimate

the model recursively starting a fraction π ∈ (0,1) of the way through the sample. At each recursion cal-

culate a one step ahead point forecast, and compare the forecast to the realized value of y . Calculate the

empirical mean squared error of the one step ahead forecasts for observations y[πn], . . . , yn . The model

m with the lowest empirical mean squared error is chosen, and re-estimated using the entire sample.

The pseudo out of sample approach is intuitive and popular in practice. But it is somewhat difficult to

analyze because of its recursive structure. To analyze it and other procedures that use different types of

sample splitting to select the model, such as v-fold cross-validation, it is helpful to use local asymptotics

6Recent work on shrinkage estimation in the heteroskedastic case includes Xie, Kou, and Brown (2012).
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and a representation result tailored to the problem.

We assume the standard LAN conditions and adopt the following local parametrization:

βn = 0+ hp
n

.

Here we have centered the local sequence at β0 = 0 to capture the situation where it is difficult to tell

which elements of xi are nonzero. Then it can be shown that the OLS estimator (using all k regressors)

has the following limit under under βn = h/
p

n:

p
nβ̂ Y , where Y ∼ N (h,Ω).

Thus the OLS estimator acts like an observation in the limiting N (h,Ω) experiment, and it is regular.

The James-Stein estimator has the following limit:

p
nβ̃ Y ×max

{
1− k −2

Y ′Y
,0

}
.

So β̃ acts like a James-Stein estimator in the limit experiment. It is not regular because its distribution

depends on h, but its distributions under h (and associated risks) can be easily computed.

The estimator based on pseudo out-of-sample model selection is less simple to approximate, because it

cannot be written as a function solely of the unrestricted OLS estimator β̂. However, it (and many other

post-model selection and shrinkage estimators) can be viewed as functions of the partial sums

s∑
i=1

xi x ′
i ,

s∑
i=1

xi yi , s = 1, . . . ,T.

If we can obtain useful approximations to the partial sums under the local sequences βn = h/
p

n, we

can approximate the distributions of a wide range of estimators. To this end, consider the partial sums of

xi yi . For r ∈ [0,1], let [nr ] be the largest integer less than nr . Then, under standard regularity conditions,

a functional central limit theorem gives

n−1/2
[nr ]∑
i=1

xi yi  r b +σB(r ),

where B(r ) is a standard k-dimensional Brownian motion. By a standard construction of the Brownian

bridge, we can re-express the limit on the right as

r b +σB(r ) ∼ r Y +σU (r ),

where Y ∼ N (h,Ω) and U (r ) is a Brownian bridge, independent of Y and h. This highlights the con-

nection between the limit of the partial sum and the shifted normal limit experiment. Procedures such
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as pseudo out-of-sample model selection can be viewed as randomized estimators in the experiment of

observing Y ∼ N (h,Ω), depending on both Y and an additional random component U (·). Hirano and

Wright (2017) use this result to numerically calculate and compare asymptotic risk functions for a variety

of post-model selection and shrinkage estimators.

4 Treatment Assignment Rules

A natural application of statistical decision theory is to choose among different treatments or programs

to assign to an individual. Recent work in economics, medical statistics, and other fields has considered

treatment assignment, building on methods for causal inference and program evaluation. The classic

example is assignment to a medical treatment based on patient characteristics. In economics, examples

have included assignment to a job training program (Black, Smith, Berger, and Noel, 2003; Frölich, 2008),

enrollment in government welfare programs (Dehejia, 2005), and sentencing by judges (Bushway and

Smith, 2007).

4.1 Treatment Assignment as a Decision Problem

Suppose that the individuals to be assigned are drawn from some target population, and have observ-

able background characteristics X on a space X . An individual can be assigned one of two treatments,

labeled 0 and 1, based on their value of X . A treatment assignment rule is a mapping from X to {0,1}.

We could consider all possible such rules, or some constrained set of rules. In the notation of Section

2, the set of possible treatment rules is our set of actions: A ⊂ 2X , where 2X is the power set of all

binary-valued functions with domain X .7

We wish to select a treatment rule based on data Z ∼ Pθ. A statistical treatment assignment rule maps

data into the choice of rule: δ : Z →A . Since the object chosen by δ is itself a function of X , we simplify

the notation by writing

δ(x; z),

with the interpretation that, given a data set Z = z, the rule δ(·; z) maps covariate X to the treatment

space {0,1}. For notational simplicity we also use δ(x) to denote particular treatment rules in the action

space; so δ(x) ∈A while δ(·; z) is a mapping from Z to A .

This framework is fairly general and encompasses a number of cases considered in the recent litera-

ture, though it could be extended to handle other settings such as those with a richer set of treatments.

(We discuss some possibilities below.) An important special case occurs when the data Z represent a

randomized controlled trial conducted on the same population as the target population for future treat-

7We could also allow the range of the rule to be [0,1], with the interpretation that a(x) ∈ [0,1] gives the probability of assigning
an individual with X = x to treatment 1.
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ment assignment. In general the data Z ∼ Pθ do not have to come from the same population as the target

population for future treatment, nor do they have to come from a randomized experiment, provided that

the data are informative about a parameter θ that in turn encompasses all welfare-relevant information

about the target population.

To define the welfare and associated criteria for evaluating statistical treatment rules, it is convenient to

introduce potential outcomes. In the binary treatment case, let Y (0) and Y (1) be potential outcomes

under treatment 0 and 1 respectively. Given treatment T = 0,1, the realized outcome is Y = T Y (1)+ (1−
T )Y (0). The performance of a given decision rule can then be evaluated based on the distribution of

outcomes induced by the treatment assignment. Let the distributions of Y (0) and Y (1) conditional on

characteristics be denoted by F0(·|x,θ) and F1(·|x,θ), where θ is the parameter indexing the distributions

of Z . Let FX (x) denote the marginal distribution of X in the target population.

Suppose the welfare associated with a rule δ(x) is given by a functional of the potential outcome distri-

butions:

W (θ,δ(·)) =
∫

w(F0(·|x,θ),F1(·|x,θ),δ(x))dFX (x).

Then an ideal, but generally infeasible, assignment rule is the following:

δ∗(x) =
{

1 if w(F0(·|x,θ0),F1(·|x,θ0),1) ≥ w(F0(·|x,θ0),F1(·|x,θ0),0)

0 if w(F0(·|x,θ0),F1(·|x,θ0),1) < w(F0(·|x,θ0),F1(·|x,θ0),0).
(9)

(Here, we assign treatment 1 if the two treatments give equal welfare given X .) A special case is the

utilitarian welfare criterion, which defines welfare as the expected utility associated with the outcomes

or the expected outcomes themselves. The utilitarian welfare of a rule δ can be expressed as

W (θ,δ) =
∫ ∫

u(y)dFδ(y |x,θ)dFX (x),

where u is outcome utility and Fδ(y |x,θ) = δ(x)F1(y |x,θ)+ (1−δ(x))F0(y |x,θ). In this case, if we rescale

the outcome into utils so that u(y) = y , then the welfare becomes

W (θ,δ) =
∫
δ(x)E [Y (1)|X = x]+ (1−δ(x))E [Y (0)|X = x]dFX (x). (10)

An infeasible optimal rule chooses, for each x, the treatment that maximizes the expected outcome:

δ∗(x) = 1 {E [Y (1)|X = x] ≥ E [Y (0)|X = x]} . (11)

Example 7 Suppose that the data Z come from a randomized experiment on the same population as the

target population for treatment assignment. Thus Z = {Yi ,Ti , Xi ; i = 1, . . . ,n}, where Yi = Ti Yi (1)+ (1−
Ti )Yi (0), the potential outcomes Yi (0) and Yi (1) are distributed F0(·|x) and F1(·|x) conditional on Xi = x,

and Ti is independent of the potential outcomes (unconditionally, or conditonal on Xi ). In this case we

identify θ with the entire joint distribution of Zi .
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If Xi is discrete, and welfare is utilitarian with Y measured in utils, the sample analog to Equation (11) is

δ̂(x; Z ) = 1
{∑

i Ti 1(Xi = x)Yi∑
i Ti 1(Xi = x)

≥
∑

i (1−Ti )1(Xi = x)Yi∑
i (1−Ti )1(Xi = x)

}
.

Manski (2004) called this the conditional empirical success rule and studied its properties.

Regardless of how we specify the welfare function W (θ,δ), we still need to decide on a specific criterion

for evaluating statistical treatment rules. As in Section 2.4, we can take the expectation of welfare with

respect to the sampling distribution of δ(x; ·),

Eθ [W (θ,δ)]

and use either a Bayes or maxmin criterion. In a parametric setting, for example, Dehejia (2005) con-

siders a Bayesian approach to treatment assignment to a labor market program; see also Chamberlain

(2011), and for dynamic treatment rules, Arjas and Saarela (2010) and Zajonc (2012). However, when the

underlying parameter space and the set of possible rules is large, Bayes and maxmin approaches may be

difficult to implement or sensitive to certain aspects of the problem setup. The literature has therefore

considered other criteria, especially minmax regret, for which bounds and approximations are relatively

tractable. For minmax regret, define the welfare regret loss as

LR (θ,δ) =W ∗(θ)−W (θ,δ),

where W ∗(θ) = argmaxδW (θ,δ) is the welfare obtained by the infeasible optimal rule. The minmax

regret criterion is

sup
θ∈Θ

Eθ
[
LR (θ,δ)

]
.

This evaluates δ by its worst-case performance relative to the unknown optimal rule. In economics,

the minmax regret approach to treatment assignment was pioneered by Manski (2004). Other choices

for a loss function based on W (θ,δ) are also possible. For example we could attach a fixed, possibly

asymmetric penalty to each type of incorrect assignment, by using a loss function of the form

L(θ,δ) =
{

(1−δ) if W (θ,1) >W (θ,0)

δK otherwise,

where K > 0. Then we could evaluate rules by their minmax expected loss. This type of criterion, which

can lead to rules similar to classical hypothesis tests, was proposed and studied by Tetenov (2012), and

also studied by Hirano and Porter (2009).

The following simple example illustrates minmax regret analysis in a simple parametric case.

Example 8 Suppose the target population has no observable characteristics so that we can suppress the

notational dependence on x. The potential outcome distributions are given by Y (0) ∼ N (µ0,σ2
0) and Y (1) ∼
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N (µ1,σ2
1). Suppose σ2

0 and σ2
1 are known so that unknown parameters are θ = (µ1,µ2). Suppose welfare is

utilitarian with Y measured in utils: W (θ,δ) = δµ1 + (1−δ)µ0 . Then regret loss is

LR (θ,δ) =
{

(1−δ)(µ1 −µ0) if µ1 >µ0

δ(µ0 −µ1) otherwise

Asymmetric “hypothesis testing” loss is

LH (θ,δ) =
{

(1−δ) if µ1 >µ0

δK otherwise

where K > 0. Let ∆=µ1 −µ0 be the average treatment effect. We can write the corresponding risks of a rule

δ(Z ) as:

Eθ[LR (θ,δ)] = Eθ[δ(Z )]∆1{∆≤ 0}+ (1−Eθ[δ(Z )])∆1{∆> 0}

and

Eθ[LH (θ,δ)] = Eθ[δ(Z )]K 1{∆≤ 0}+ (1−Eθ[δ(Z )])1{∆> 0}.

Now, suppose we have an estimator ∆̂ = ∆̂(Z ) of the average treatment effect based on the data Z , that

satisfies ∆̂∼ N (∆,σ2). For simplicity consider threshold rules of the form δc = 1(∆̂≥ c). It is straightforward

to evaluate the maximum expected loss of such rules, and to find the minmax value of c (see Hirano and

Porter (2009)). In the case of welfare regret loss LR , the optimal value can be shown to be c∗ = 0, leading to

the rule δR (Z ) = 1(∆̂≥ 0). For LH , the optimal value can be shown to be

c∗ =σΦ−1
(

K

K +1

)
,

whereΦ(·) is the standard normal CDF.

4.2 Welfare and Risk Analysis of Treatment Assignment Rules

Treatment assignment problems are naturally related to estimation of conditional average treatment

effects. In practice, researchers often wish to avoid restrictive parametric assumptions when evaluating

treatments. In our setup, this would lead to θ being high-dimensional. In such cases it can be challenging

to evaluate decision rules and find optimal rules. Here we discuss some methods for analyzing decision

rules. We do not consider the most general possible settings but aim to illustrate some of the techniques

that can be used under relatively mild distributional assumptions.

We return to the setup of Example 7. The observed data Z = {Yi ,Ti , Xi ; i = 1, . . . ,n} represent a (condi-

tionally) randomized experiment comparing two treatments on the target population, with associated

potential outcomes Yi (0) and Yi (1). Suppose Xi ∼ FX , Yi (0)|Xi = x ∼ F0(·|x), and Yi (1)|Xi = x ∼ F1(·|x),

and suppose the binary treatment Ti is Bernoulli, conditionally independent of Yi (0) and Yi (1) given Xi ,
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with

e(x) := Pr(Ti = 1|Xi = x) .

Due to the conditional independence of the treatment,

Yi |Ti = t , Xi = x ∼ Ft (·|x),

and we can identify θ = (FX ,e,F0,F1) with the joint distribution P of (Yi ,Ti , Xi ). We will therefore treat P

as the parameter in the sequel.

Under utilitarian welfare (with Y normalized to utils), the welfare W (θ,δ) of a treatment rule δ is given

in (10). Under our assumptions we can also write welfare in terms of the observed-data distribution P :

W (P,δ) = EP [δ(X )EP [Y |T = 1, X = X ]+ (1−δ(X ))EP [Y |T = 0, X ]] , (12)

= EP

[
δ(X )

Y T

e(X )
+ (1−δ(X ))

Y (1−T )

1−e(X )

]
,

where the P subscripts in (12) highlight that the expectations are taken with respect to the joint distribu-

tion of (Yi ,Ti , Xi ) in the experimental data set.

The plug-in rule replaces P with an estimate P̂n(Z ), and solves:

δ̂n(·; Z ) = arg max
δ(·)∈A

W (P̂n(Z ),δ(·)).

Suppose that the support X of the covariate X is finite, the action space is unrestricted so that A = 2X ,

and we use the empirical distribution estimator P̂n =Pn . Then

W (Pn ,δ) = 1

n

n∑
i=1

[
δ(Xi )µ̂1(Xi )+ (1−δ(Xi ))µ̂0(Xi )

]
,

where µ̂0(x) is the conditional average of Yi given Ti = 0 and Xi = x and µ̂1(x) is the conditional average

of Yi given Ti = 1 and Xi = x. By straightforward calculations, if every (x, t ) cell is nonempty, then we can

also write the plug-in welfare as

W (Pn ,δ) = 1

n

n∑
i=1

[
δ(Xi )

Yi Ti

ê(Xi )
+ (1−δ(Xi ))

Yi (1−Ti )

1− ê(Xi )
,

]
,

where ê(x) is the conditional empirical probability of T = 1 given X = x. Then the plug-in approach

yields Manski’s conditional empirical success rule as in Example 7.

Manski (2004) proposed to evaluate statistical treatment rules by their minmax regret risk. Under the fur-

ther assumption that the outcome Y is bounded, he developed finite-sample bounds on the worst-case

regret risk of the conditional empirical success rule when P is otherwise unrestricted, using Hoeffding’s

Large Deviations Theorem. With the same setup, Stoye (2009) used game-theoretic techniques to solve
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for a minmax regret statistical treatment rule. Stoye’s minmax regret rule differs slightly from the condi-

tional empirical success rule. In the case where X is singleton (so we can omit X from the notation), and

T is randomized with Pr(T = 1) = 1
2 , Stoye’s rule is

δ∗(Z ) =


1 if n1

(
µ̂1 −1/2

) − n0
(
µ̂0 −1/2

) > 0

1/2 if n1
(
µ̂1 −1/2

) − n0
(
µ̂0 −1/2

) = 0

0 if n1
(
µ̂1 −1/2

) − n0
(
µ̂0 −1/2

) < 0

where nt denotes the number of individuals with Ti = t , and µ̂t denotes the sample average of Yi in that

group.

The conditional empirical success rule and Stoye’s minmax regret rules condition fully on X . When X is

a relatively small set, these rules are natural and may work reasonably well regardless of the underlying

parameter P . However, if the support of X is large (as would be the case when some elements of X are

continuous, or when X is discrete but of relatively high dimension), the full action space A = 2X is very

large, and it may be difficult to learn all of the conditional average treatment effects from the data Z . Yet,

the results in Stoye (2009) indicate that a minmax regret rule fully conditions on X regardless of the size

of X . In the extreme, if there are no observations in either treatment arm for a given value of X , this can

lead to “no-data” rules that employ no smoothing. Intuitively, rules that attempt to smooth across x can

have poor worst-case risk if F0(·|x) or F1(·|x) vary strongly with x. This suggests that the minmax regret

criterion may lead to very conservative rules that guard against extreme, but perhaps unrealistic, cases.

One way to deal with a complex feature space X is to restrict the set of possible rules A . Kitagawa and

Tetenov (2018) argue that in many applications it may be reasonable to restrict the set of treatment rules

under consideration. For example, there may be external constraints that prohibit the use of certain

variables in X for treatment assignment, or a restriction to rules based on a linear index β′X for ease of

implementation. One version of Kitagawa and Tetenov’s approach constructs the treatment assignment

rule as

δ̂n(x; Z ) = argmax
δ∈A

Ŵ (δ),

where

Ŵ (δ) = 1

n

n∑
i=1

[
δ(Xi )

Yi Ti

e(Xi )
+ (1−δ(Xi ))

Yi (1−Ti )

1−e(Xi )

]
and A is the constrained set of rules. In the case of a randomized experiment, e(x) = Pr(Ti = 1|Xi =
x) is known, and the Kitagawa-Tetenov approach uses these known randomization probabilities in the

expression above to avoid having to estimate the propensity score nonparametrically (unlike Manski’s

conditional empirical success rule, as described above). We can view Ŵ (δ) as an estimate of W (P,δ).

If the constrained set of rules A is sufficiently small so that it has a finite Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC)

dimension, and some additional conditions (such as boundedness of Y ) hold, then one can obtain non-
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trivial finite-sample probabilistic bounds on

sup
P

sup
δ∈A

|Ŵ (δ)−W (P,δ)|

using concentration inequalities. Kitagawa and Tetenov use this approach to bound the minmax regret

welfare of δ̂ and from this show that the regret welfare of their rule converges at an optimal rate.

A drawback of the Kitagawa-Tetenov rule above is that it is based on an inefficient estimate of W (P,δ). For

any fixed δ, the welfare W (P,δ) in Equation (12) is a weighted average of conditional means of potential

outcomes. The estimator Ŵ (δ) is consistent for W (P,δ) and asymptotically normal:

p
n

(
Ŵ (δ)−W (P,δ)

) d−→ N (0,V ) under P.

The rate of convergence of this estimator is optimal, but the asymptotic variance V is not. Hahn (1998)

and others have derived the semiparametric efficiency bound for the asymptotic variance of estimators

of quantities like W (P,δ), and in general the optimal variance is lower than V . This suggests that there

may be scope to improve on the treatment rule based on Ŵ (δ).

Athey and Wager (2017) derive alternative risk bounds for the welfare of the statistical treatment rules in

this setting. Their bounds involve V ∗, the semiparametric efficiency bound for estimation of W (P,δ∗),

where δ∗ = argmaxδ∈AW (P,δ). To achieve their bounds, they suggest the use of alternative estimators of

W (P,δ).

Consider the following alternative estimator, based on the reasoning in Hirano, Imbens, and Ridder

(2003):

W̃ (δ) = 1

n

n∑
i=1

[
δ(Xi )

Yi Ti

ê(Xi )
+ (1−δ(Xi ))

Yi (1−Ti )

1− ê(Xi )

]
,

where ê(·) is a suitable nonparametric estimator of the propensity score. In the case where Xi has finite

support and ê(x) is the conditional empirical frequency of Ti = 1 given Xi = x, we have

W̃ (δ) =W (Pn ,δ)

and maximizing this with respect to δ leads to Manski’s conditional empirical success rules as discussed

above.

If Xi has continuous or high dimensional support, then additional care must be taken to construct the

estimator of W (P,δ), in order to ensure that the estimator is semiparametrically efficient uniformly in

δ ∈ A . Doubly robust estimators, such as those developed by Chernuzhukov, Chetverikov, Demirer,

Duflo, Hansen, and Newey (2016) may be used. See Athey and Wager (2017) for further discussion of this

approach. Other related work includes Mbakop and Tabord-Meehan (2016) and Kitagawa and Tetenov

(2017).
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4.3 Local Asymptotics for Treatment Rules

As we noted above, when the action space A is sufficiently restricted, local asymptotic efficiency con-

siderations in the form of semiparametric efficiency bounds became useful for analyzing the minmax

regret risk of procedures. Another approach to dealing with a complex feature space is to restrict the set

of possible distributions; for example we could restrict Pθ to lie in some regular parametric or semipara-

metric class. This would also allow us to utilize large-sample distribution theory to simplify the analysis

of decision rules. Here we want to explore the possibility for more refined large-sample analysis of treat-

ment assignment rules under statistical regularity conditions. We draw on Hirano and Porter (2009) for

the results below.

First consider the case where θ is a finite-dimensional parameter. Suppose the data are i.i.d. with Zi ∼ Pθ

and Z n = (Z1, . . . , Zn). The decision rule is allowed to depend on these observations, so we write it as

δn(x; Z n). If Assumption 1 holds, then the statistical model for Z n is LAN. That is, in large samples, the

statistical model for the data can be approximated by a simple Gaussian statistical model. A consequence

of the LAN property is that any sequence of rules δn can also be approximated by a rule in the limiting

Gaussian experiment. In particular, suppose θ0 ∈ Θ and assume Θ is an open subset of Rk . Consider a

sequence of statistical models Pθn,h where θn,h = θ0 +h/
p

n. If Eθh,n [δn(x; Z n)] has a well defined limit

for every h and x, then there exists a rule δ : X ×Rk → [0,1] such that

lim
n→∞Eθh,n

[
δn(x; Z n)

]= ∫
δ(x;ξ)d N (ξ|h, J−1

0 ) (13)

for all h ∈ Rk and each x ∈ X , where N (ξ|h, J−1
0 ) is the Gaussian distribution with mean h and variance

J−1
0 with J0 defined in Assumption 1.

This asymptotic representation result states that every converging sequence of rules is matched by some

rule in the Gaussian shift statistical model. One can therefore analyze the decision problem in this rel-

atively simple limiting model to characterize the set of attainable expected welfare and risk functions

under various criteria. For example, suppose that there is no covariate, so we can drop Xi from the no-

tation, and suppose that the model is parametrized so that the difference in welfare between the two

treatments is

g (θ) =W (θ,1)−W (θ,0).

Since we will be taking limits as the sample size increases, we choose θ0 such that g (θ0) = 0. Then the

local parameter sequences θ0+h/
p

n for h ∈Rk correspond to cases where the “better” treatment cannot

be learned perfectly, even as the sample size increases.

Welfare regret loss is

LR (θ,δ) = g (θ)
[
1(g (θ) > 0)−δ]

,

Under the local parameter sequence, this will converge to zero, and if the function g is smooth, a scaled
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version of the loss has the following limiting form:

p
nLR (θ0 +h/

p
n,δ) → LR

∞(h,δ) := ġ ′h
[
1(ġ ′h −δ)

]
, (14)

where ġ is the gradient of g at θ0.

The asymptotic representation of decision rules in (13) and the limiting representation of the loss func-

tion in (14) yield a local asymptotic version of the statistical decision problem. In the limiting problem,

one observes a single draw from the shifted Gaussian model:

Z ∼ N (h, J−1
0 ).

A decision rule δ maps the observation Z into [0,1], with the interpretation that future individuals will

be assigned treatment 1 with probability δ. The loss of rule δ is LR∞(h,δ), which is based on a known

linear function ġ ′h of the parameter h. This is a mild extension of the decision problem considered in

Example 8. It can be shown (see Hirano and Porter (2009)) that the optimal rule is the simple cutoff rule

δ∗(Z ) = 1
(
ġ ′Z > 0

)
. Let

R∗ = sup
h∈Rk

Eh
[
LR
∞(h,δ∗)

]
be the minmax regret risk of the optimal rule in the limiting problem. In the original problem, any con-

verging sequence of decision rules δn can be represented by some rule in the limiting problem. As a

result, for any finite set H of possible values of h ∈Rk , it follows that

liminf
n→∞ sup

h∈H

p
nEθ0+h/

p
n

[
LR (θ0 +h/

p
n,δn(Z n))

]≥ R∗.

Furthermore, under suitable conditions, the feasible rule

δn(Z n) = 1
(
g (θ̂) > 0

)
will achieve the lower bound on expected welfare regret, provided that θ̂ is an asymptotically efficient

estimator of θ in the sense that
p

n
(
θ̂−θ0 −h/

p
n

) θ0+h/
p

n
 N (0, J−1

0 ) for every h.

This argument can be extended to semiparametric settings where the distribution P ∈ M of the data Z

is not constrained to lie in a finite-dimensional parametric family, but the relevant welfare contrast is

a smooth functional of P . In analogy with the g (θ) notation used above, let g (P ) denote the difference

in welfare between the two treatments. For example, under utilitarian welfare the welfare contrast is

the average treatment effect. If the average treatment effect is point-identified from the observed data

distribution P , then it can be written as a functional g (P ).

We can analyze rules in a similar way to the parametric case. We pick a centering value P0 of the un-

known distribution such that g (P0) = 0. We then need to define local sequences of distributions around
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P0. The tangent space contains one-dimensional submodels of M that pass through P0.8 We can view

each submodel as a “direction” h away from P0, and consider sequences of measures Pn,h that satisfy a

quadratic mean differentiability condition, as in Assumption 1(a), where h is the score function. If the

tangent space is a separable linear space, then h can be expressed as an element of `∞.

Following van der Vaart (1991a), an asymptotic representation result similar to (13) holds in this semi-

parametric setting and allows us to examine the large sample properties of a sequence of treatment rules

through the corresponding problem in the limit experiment. Suppose that a sequence of decision rules

δn has limits under every local sequence of measures Pn,h , in the sense that

lim
n→∞EPn,h

[
δn(x; Z n)

]
exists.

Then, there exists a rule δ such that

lim
n→∞EPn,h

[
δn(x; Z n)

] = Eh [δ(x;∆1,∆2, . . .)] ,

where (∆1,∆2, . . .) is a sequence of independent random variables with ∆ j
h∼ N (h j ,1). We can regard the

Gaussian sequence model (∆1,∆2, . . .) as the limit experiment for the analysis of rules δ.

For example, in the case where Xi is singleton and we evaluate rules by welfare regret loss, Hirano and

Porter (2009) show that a simple cutoff rule is optimal in the limiting problem. We can then seek a rule

in the original problem that matches the welfare regret minimizing rule asymptotically. One such rule

based on the data Z n is

δn(Z n) = 1
(
ĝn(Z n) > 0

)
where ĝn is a semiparametrically efficient estimator of g (P ).

4.4 Other Treatment Assignment Problems

We have focused on the case of a binary treatment, but similar analysis is possible in other related assign-

ment or allocation problems. For example, there may be more than two treatment arms available. Then

results from the literature on estimating multi-valued treatment effects (e.g., Imbens (2000), Lechner

(2001), Cattaneo (2010), Imai and van Dyk (2004), Hirano and Imbens (2004)) could provide a starting

point for developing treatment assignment rules mapping some feature space X into the set of avail-

able treatments. The literature on estimating dynamic treatment regimes, e.g. Murphy (2003) and Robins

(2004), considers rules that choose a sequence of treatments dynamically based on past outcomes of the

individual. A related decision problem is to target coupons or other marketing interventions to individ-

ual characteristics and past purchase history; see for example Rossi, McCulloch, and Allenby (1996) and

Dubé, Fang, Fong, and Luo (2017). In adaptive treatment assignment problems, which can be viewed

8See, for example, Bickel, Klaasen, Ritov, and Wellner (1993), van der Vaart (1991a), and van der Vaart (1998) for discussions
of tangent spaces in semiparametric statistics.
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as combining aspects of treatment assignment in the sense we have described above, and dynamic ex-

perimental design, raise additional issues. They have been extensively studied in the form of bandit

problems; recent work includes Kock and Thyrsgaard (2017). When there are peer (social interaction)

effects, the problem of allocating individuals to different peer groups (for example, assigning students

to classrooms), and the problem of assigning treatments to individuals taking into account the potential

effect on peers, raise additional conceptual and practical challenges. Recent work on allocation rules

under peer effects includes Graham, Imbens, and Ridder (2014), Bhattacharya (2009), and Bhattacharya

and Dupas (2012), among others.

5 Other Topics

In this section we consider other applications where viewing procedures as statistical decision rules can

provide useful insights.

5.1 Nonstandard Functionals

In some economic applications, the underlying model satisfies conventional regularity conditions, but

the nature of the decision problem leads to nonstandard distributional theory. Suppose interest centers

on some function of the parameter κ(θ) where κ : Θ→ R. Under conventional smoothness conditions

on the sequence of experiments E n = {P n
θ

: θ ∈Θ}, the MLE θ̂ML and other estimators such as the Bayes

estimator are asymptotically efficient. However, the limit distributions of derived estimators of κ(θ), and

more generally the feasible limit distributions of any estimators of κ(θ), will depend crucially on the

smoothness in κ at any θ0 that is the centering point of possible localized sequences. This may lead to

nonstandard limiting distributions for estimators and other decision rules targeting κ.

In some important economic applications, the parameter of interest κ is a directionally differentiable,

but not fully differentiable, functional of the distribution of the data. For example, suppose that θ =
(θ1,θ2) is a two-dimensional parameter and the statistical model is Z n = (Z1, . . . , Zn) ∼ P n

θ
. Suppose the

parametrization by θ is such that the model satisfies Assumption 1 so that local asymptotic normality

holds, and let θ̂ be a regular estimator of θ as discussed in Section 3. However, suppose we are interested

in the following function of θ:

κ(θ) := min{θ1,θ2}.

This type of estimand can arise in partially identified econometric models based on moment inequali-

ties, as we discuss further in Section 5.2 below. It can also arise in other applications such as the bounds

on valuation distributions, as in Haile and Tamer (2003), or inference on the best treatment as related to

treatment assignment in Section 4, see Hirano and Porter (2012) for additional examples. In these exam-

ples, the parameter θ is often a reduced form parameter, and κ is a structural or latent quantity that is of

primary interest.
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The function κ(·) is well behaved in many respects, being continuous, homogeneous of degree one, and

directionally differentiable, but it is not fully differentiable. Consider the natural analog estimator

κ̂= min{θ̂1, θ̂2}.

If the true value of (θ1,θ2) satisfies θ1 6= θ2, then by application of the Delta Method, κ̂ will be asymp-

totically normal and centered at the true value of κ. However, if θ1 is close to θ2, then the estimator κ̂

will be downward biased and the normal distribution will not provide an accurate approximation to its

sampling distribution.

We can capture this situation formally by considering a localization where the two parameters are within

O(1/
p

n) of each other: (
θ1

θ2

)
=

(
θ0 +h1/

p
n

θ0 +h2/
p

n

)
.

Under this localization we will obtain a nonnormal limit distribution for κ̂, but the implications are

deeper. In particular, results in van der Vaart (1991b) imply that there exists no regular (locally asym-

pototically translation equivariant) estimator for κ, Hirano and Porter (2012) show that there exist no

estimators that are locally asymptotically unbiased or quantile-unbiased. These results can be derived

by considering the estimation problem in the limiting normal shift model. Fang and Santos (2014) de-

velop inference methods for directionally differentiable parameters, and Fang (2016) develops locally

asymptotically minmax estimators within a class of plug-in estimators.

Another set of econometric models exhibiting nonstandard distributional theory are models exhibiting

weak identification. Consider a classical linear instrumental variables model:

xi = θ′1wi + v1i ,

yi = κxi +εi ,

where yi is the outcome of primary interest, xi is a scalar endogenous explanatory variable, and wi is

a vector of exogenous instruments. We wish to estimate the structural parameter κ. The model can be

written in reduced form as

xi = θ′1wi + v1i ,

yi = θ′2wi + v2i ,

with θ2 = κθ1. This restricts the possible values of θ = (θ1,θ2) in general. Subject to this restriction, we

can view κ as a function of the reduced form parameters: κ= κ(θ).

If the instrument is weakly correlated with the endogenous regressor, then it is well known that conven-

tional asymptotic distribution theory provides a poor approximation to the distributions of estimators

of the structural parameters. Staiger and Stock (1997) proposed to consider a local parameter sequence
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in which the coefficient on the instrument in the first stage is local to zero:

θ1n = hp
n

.

Under this parameter sequence, one obtains non-standard limit distributions for estimators such as

2SLS and LIML that, in some cases, well approximate their finite-sample distributions. A large litera-

ture including Stock and Wright (2000), Kleibergen (2002), Moreira (2003), and Andrews, Moreira, and

Stock (2006) have used this type of local asymptotic parametrization to study estimation and inference

procedures for weakly identified models.

The Staiger-Stock local parametrization chooses a particular centering for θ1n in order to approximate

the situation where the correlation of the instrument with the endogenous regressor is close to zero. Sub-

ject to this particular choice for the centering, however, the localization is the standard one. Cattaneo,

Crump, and Jansson (2012) point out that as a result, conventional LAN theory applies to the reduced

form parameter θ, and use the limits of experiments framework to study optimal inference. Nonstan-

dard behavior of the estimator of κ arises because κ depends on θ in a non-smooth fashion when θ1 is

close to zero. Hirano and Porter (2015) show that due to the non-smoothness of κ(θ), no locally asymp-

totically unbiased estimators for β exist. Andrews and Armstrong (2017) show that unbiased estimation

of β is possible if the sign of the first-stage coefficient is known.

For both types of problems considered in this subsection, we can regard the problem as being regular

in its reduced form, where we use “reduced form” in the classic econometric sense to mean describing

the distibution of the observable data. In our notation, this means that the statistical model M has a

parametrization in terms of some θ such that the model is locally asymptotically normal. The irregularity

arises because the “structural” parameter of interest κ is related to θ in a non-smooth way.

While the impossibility results cited above suggest that standard approaches to estimation and inference

may not be available in these cases, recent work has proposed creative new approaches. Kaji (2017) de-

velops an alternative criterion for efficiency of weakly identified structural parameters based on minimal

sufficiency in the reduced form. And as mentioned in section 2.4.3, Müller and Wang (2017) suggest a

numerically attractive approach for proceeding with efficient estimation under constraints in the pres-

ence of non-regularity. Chen, Christensen, and Tamer (2017) consider the construction of confidence

sets for structural parameters, and use level sets of the quasi-posterior of the quasi-likelihood ratio to

obtain correct coverage even when the model exhibits singularities as above.

5.2 Partial Identification

Recently, a large literature has developed dealing with estimation and inference in partially identified

models (Manski (1995, 2003, 2007), Tamer (2012), Molinari (2018)). In these models, we observe Z ∼ P ,

but knowledge of P does not pin down the value of the parameters of interest. Formally, let θ ∈Θ be the
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parameter of some underlying latent variable or structural model. The value of θ determines the distri-

bution of the observable data: Z ∼ P = Pθ, but different values of the parameter may be observationally

equivalent in the sense that

Pθ′ = Pθ′′ for some θ′,θ′′ ∈Θwith θ′ 6= θ′′.

LetΘ(P ) ⊂Θ be the set of values for θ consistent with Z ∼ P :

Θ(P ) = {θ ∈Θ : Pθ = P } .

This is the set-valued inverse of the mapping θ 7→ Pθ. If interest centers on a subparameter, say κ := κ(θ),

let K (P ) = κ (Θ(P )) be the set of values of κ consistent with Z ∼ P . We say the model is point identified if

θ′ 6= θ′′ ⇒ Pθ′ 6= Pθ′′ , in other words if the mapping θ 7→ Pθ is injective. That is, point identification implies

thatΘ(Pθ) = {θ} for all θ. We say that the model is partially identified ifΘ(P ) is not singleton, but is a strict

subset ofΘ for at least some values of P .

Whether or not the statistical model is point identified, the general statistical decision framework of Sec-

tion 2 can still be applied. However, lack of point identification raises additional technical and concep-

tual issues. To illustrate some of these issues in a simple setting, consider the following simple moment

inequality problem. Suppose we are interested in a scalar subparameter κ ∈ R, and its identified set can

be represented by a set of moment inequalities

K (P ) = {κ : EP [m(Z ,κ)] ≥ 0} ,

where m(Z ,κ) is a given (vector-valued) moment function.

The standard point estimation problem, where the action space is A = R, is still well defined. Given

a point estimator κ̂ : Z → R, we could apply one of the loss functions considered in Section 3, such

as squared error loss (κ− κ̂)2. However, because κ cannot be perfectly learned even in large samples,

the risk of the point estimator will not converge to 0 in general, leading to different considerations for

the asymptotic analysis. See Aryal and Kim (2013) and Song (2014) for examples of point decisions in

partially identified settings.

Alternatively, we can consider “point” estimation of the set K (P ) by a set K̂ . Here the action space A

is a collection of subsets of R. In this case we need to posit a loss function compatible with the action

space. For example, we could set L(P, K̂ ) = d(K (P ), K̂ ), where d(·) is some measure of distance between

the identified set K (P ) and the set estimate K̂ , such as the Hausdorff metric.

As a concrete example, suppose that (Yi ,Vi ,Wi ) are i.i.d. for i = 1, . . . ,n, and we are interested in κ :=
E [Yi ]. Both Vi and Wi are nonnegative random variables, but otherwise we put no restrictions on the

joint distribution of (Yi ,Vi ,Wi ). We can think of the parameter θ as indexing this joint distribution, and
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κ as a subparameter of θ. Suppose we only observe Zi = (Zi 1, Zi 2), where

Zi 1 = Yi −Vi ,

Zi 2 = Yi +Wi .

In other words, Zi 1 and Zi 2 are downward and upward biased measures of κ, respectively. The observed

data is Z n = (Z1, . . . , Zn) where Zi are i.i.d. P . Then a natural moment function for κ is

m(Zi ,κ) =
(
κ−Zi 1

Zi 2 −κ

)
.

Let µ1 =µ1(P ) = EP [Zi 1] and µ2 =µ2(P ) = EP [Zi 2]. Then the identified set is

K (P ) = [µ1,µ2].

Suppose the action space A consists of closed intervals in R, so that estimators K̂ have the form

K̂ (Z n) = [
δ1(Z n),δ2(Z n)

]
.

In this case a simple loss function that could be used is

L(P, K̂ ) = (δ1 −µ1)2 + (δ2 −µ2)2.

This is the sum of the squared error losses of the estimates of the endpoints of the identified set. In this

case, the decision problem is equivalent to a two-dimensional point estimation problem, and an analysis

similar to that in Section 3 can be applied.9

On the other hand, suppose we have a different moment function:

m̃(Zi ,κ) =
(

Zi 1 −κ
Zi 2 −κ

)
,

corresponding, for example, to having two upward biased measures of κ. Then the identified set is

K (P ) = (−∞,min{µ1,µ2}].

Suppose the action space consists of sets of the form K̂ = (−∞,δ] for δ ∈R. We could use the loss function

L(P, K̂ ) = (min{µ1,µ2}−δ)2, which measures the closeness of the estimated upper bound on γ to the true

upper bound. Thus the decision problem is equivalent to point estimation of min{µ1,µ2}, but since

the function h(P ) = min{µ1(P ),µ2(P )} is not differentiable in P , the estimation problem is nonstandard,

9However, there is an additional implicit inequality: µ1 ≤ µ2. If µ2 is sufficiently greater than µ1, then in large samples this
constraint will have a negligible impact on the analysis. But if µ1 is arbitrarily close to µ2 in the collection of measures P , then
the analysis is more subtle.
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as we discussed in Section 5.1. For example, no regular estimators of h(P ) exist, and locally unbiased

estimation of h(P ) is not possible.

These simple examples can be generalized to many other decision problems with partially identified

parameters. If the subparameter of interest κ is a d-dimensional vector, then its identified set K (P ) will

be a subset of Rd . If K = K (P ) is convex, then it can be characterized by its support function

hK (x) = sup
v∈K

x ′v, x ∈Rd ,

which encodes its supporting hyperplanes in all directions. The support function approach has been

used by Beresteanu and Molinari (2008), Bontemps, Magnac, and Maurin (2012), and Kaido (2016),

among others. Then, estimation of K (P ) can be viewed as a functional point estimation problem. If the

support function of K (P ) is smooth (as a function of P ), then classical results on efficiency bounds for

estimation of functions, such as those in Bickel, Klaasen, Ritov, and Wellner (1993), can be applied. Kaido

and Santos (2014) use this approach to obtain asymptotically efficient estimators for models defined by

convex moment inequalities, under sufficient smoothness. On the other hand, in many econometric

applications K (P ) is not differentiable in P . This can arise, for example, in moment inequality problems

when the number of binding (or nearly binding) inequalities at a given point on the boundary of the

identified set is greater than d . Then K (P ) will not be differentiable in P .

5.3 Confidence Intervals and Sets

Confidence intervals and confidence sets can be regarded as rules of the form δ : Z → A , where A is

some collection of subsets of the Euclidean parameter space Θ. For example, if θ is a scalar parameter

we could consider rules that take the data Z and produce a closed interval. In the classical Neyman-

Pearson approach to constructing confidence intervals, we require that, for any θ ∈Θ, if Z ∼ Pθ then δ(Z )

contains θ with probability equal to or greater to some prespecified value, such as 0.95. This coverage

condition amounts to a restriction on the set of decision rules, as discussed in Section 2.4.3. Subject

to this restriction, we could seek to find a rule that generates small sets, by using a loss function that

depends on the volume of the set or some other criterion.

An alternative decision theoretic approach could entertain a trade-off between coverage and length or

volume of the set. Again suppose δ : Z → A where A is a collection of subsets of Θ. A generic form of

the loss function for confidence sets would be

L(θ, a) = `(
vol(a),χ(θ, a)

)
,

where vol(a) denotes the length or volume of the set a, and χ(θ, a) measures lack of coverage or precision
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of the set. The most common choice for χ is

χ(θ, a) = 1{θ 6∈ a}.

When loss is additively separable in the arguments vol(a) and χ(θ, a), the part of risk that comes from

the χ(θ, a) term directly measures coverage. A modification of χ to penalize non-coverage depending on

the distance between the parameter θ and the set δ would set

χ(θ, a) = inf
t∈a

‖θ− t‖

where ‖ ·‖ is used to denote a Euclidean distance.

There is a long history of work adopting a decision theoretic perspective on the construction of confi-

dence sets. In a setting with a scalar parameter, Winkler (1972) and Cohen and Strawderman (1973) con-

sider specific choices for loss and analyze Bayes rules and admissability. Hwang and Casella (1982) con-

sider restricting the space of confidence set rules to satisfy a minimum coverage requirement and then

minimize a loss that depends only on volume. They show that when dim(θ) ≥ 4, confidence sets cen-

tered at James-Stein estimators can be constructed that dominate classical confidence intervals. Evans,

Hansen, and Stark (2005) consider minimax expected volume (length) subject to a coverage condition

for a scalar parameters on a bounded space. Casella, Hwang, and Robert (1993) note that using a loss

function that is linear in lack of coverage and volume can lead to unappealing decision rules. Casella,

Hwang, and Robert (1994) and Rice, Lumley, and Szpiro (2008) consider various loss functions that avoid

the problem pointed out in Casella, Hwang, and Robert (1993) and provide a decision theoretic analysis

of confidence set rules for these loss functions.

Given the prevalence of non-regular models and partial identification problems in econometrics, there

is potential for further work on decision theoretic analysis of confidence set rules under these condi-

tions. For example, Chamberlain (2007) considers a loss function that depends on volume and coverage

and uses invariance properties to develop a Bayesian confidence procedure in an instrumental variables

setting with possibly weak instruments. Müller and Norets (2016) consider an alternative bet-proofness

criterion to construct confidence sets in nonstandard problems.

5.4 Experimental and Data Collection Design

Experimental design, and the more general problem of choosing a data collection scheme (such as

choosing sample weights in a stratified survey) is a classical problem in statistics and there is a vast lit-

erature on this topic. Some standard texts on experimental design include Fisher (1935), Cochrane and

Cox (1957), and Cox (1958); discussions of survey and sampling design include Kish (1965), Manski and

McFadden (1981), and Thompson (2012). There has been renewed interest in data collection design in

recent years, for various reasons including: the increasing use of randomized controlled trials in microe-
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conomics; the development of new surveys with design input from social scientists; and technological

advances that facilitate new data collection, such as online experiments and richer observational data

sources. As a result, the design of experiments and surveys remains an active area of research, often with

immediate applications in economics and other fields.

The decision theoretic framework we have outlined in this chapter can provide a useful set of organiz-

ing concepts for a range of data collection problems. However, there are also some limitations of the

framework that we shall discuss below. To apply our framework, we must specify an action space A ,

a parameter space Θ, a random variable Z ∼ Pθ, and an evaluation criterion in the form of a welfare

function W (θ, a) or a loss function L(θ, a).

The action space embodies the choices available to the designer of the experiment or survey. For ex-

ample, in a simple randomized control trial, the experimenter could choose the probability of assigning

individuals to treatment p ∈ (0,1). Then we could set A = (0,1). In a stratified survey, there is a char-

acteristic X , usually discrete taking values in some set {ξ1, . . . ,ξK }. A stratification scheme consists of a

weighting p = (p1, . . . , pK ) in the simplex ∆k−1, with the interpretation that individuals with X = ξk are

included in the sample with probability pk . Then the action space A is the simplex ∆k−1 or some pre-

specified subset of the simplex. Other design problems involve different choices for the action space.

Economically motivated mechanisms for data design can be considered, as in Philipson (1997), Narita

(2018), and others.

The parameter θ ∈Θ characterizes all relevant features of the population; usually at least some compo-

nents of θ are unknown. Hence there is a role for considering the different outcomes that may result

from a given design under different values of θ.

Recall that Z ∼ Pθ represents the data available before the action is chosen. Here, Z would correspond to

data available in advance of specification of the survey or experiment. In some cases, no such data may

be available. In other cases, there may be data from prior surveys or experiments that are informative

about θ. For example, Sukhatme (1935) and Solomon and Zacks (1970) consider the use of prior samples

to select a stratified sampling scheme. Hahn, Hirano, and Karlan (2011) consider using data from the

initial wave of a two-wave experiment to choose conditional treatment probabilities in the second wave.

To apply the framweork of this chapter we need to specify a welfare function W (θ, a), or, equivalently, a

loss function L(θ, a). The choice of the evaluation criterion may be motivated by the intended use of the

experiment or survey. In practice, there may not be a single obvious choice for W or L. One way to specify

the evaluation criterion is to focus on some particular estimator (and estimand) that will be applied to

the data collected from the experiment or survey, and evaluate its expected loss under different design

choices a.

Example 9 Suppose the decision maker will run a randomized controlled trial, assigning n1 individuals to

treatment 1 and n0 individuals to treatment 0. Suppose potential outcomes Y (0) and Y (1) are distributed
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as

Y (0) ∼ N (µ0,σ2
0)

Y (1) ∼ N (µ1,σ2
1)

The experiment will produce observations on Yi ,Ti . Suppose Ti is Bernoulli with probability a ∈ (0,1) and

Yi is the observed outcome, satisfying Yi = Ti Yi (1)+(1−Ti )Yi (0). The decision maker plans to estimate the

average treatment effect µ1 −µ0 with the simple difference in means estimator

τ̂= 1

n1

n∑
i=1

Ti Yi − 1

n0

n∑
i=1

(1−Ti )Yi .

The estimator is unbiased (conditional on both treatment cells being nonempty), and its large-sample

normalized variance is
σ2

1

na
+ σ2

0

n(1−a)
.

Then we could take θ = (µ0,µ1,σ0,σ1) and the loss function to be

L(θ, a) = σ2
1

na
+ σ2

0

n(1−a)
. (15)

If σ0 and σ1 are known (i.e., Θ is degenerate along the relevant dimensions), then it is straightforward to

minimize (15) to obtain the optimal randomization probability

a∗(θ) = σ1

σ0 +σ1
.

In Example 9, there is an optimal action given knowledge of σ2
0 and σ2

1. If the variances are not known,

then this optimal action is not feasible. Following our framework, we can adopt a Bayesian approach by

specifying a prior distribution over the parameters, or a minmax or minmax regret approach. For dis-

cussions of Bayesian experimental design see Spiegelhalter, Freedman, and Parmar (1994) and Chaloner

and Verdinelli (1995). For minmax-regret approaches to data design, see for example Manski and Tetenov

(2016) and Dominitz and Manski (2017).

An important practical issue in experimental design is stratified randomization. If a binary treatment is

simply randomized over a sample of individuals, this can lead to ex post imbalance of covariates between

treated and control groups. As a consequence, estimators of treatment effects can have higher variance

than is possible if the treatment is assigned in a way that reduces covariate imbalance. Researchers

therefore often use more complicated assignment mechanisms designed to improve covariate balance.

One common reaction to covariate imbalance is to re-randomized. Morgan and Rubin (2012) propose to

establish rules for re-randomization and account for these rules in inference. In Example 9, for instance,

one could use an assignment rule that re-randomizes if either treatment cell is empty. See Athey and

Imbens (2017) for a recent survey of approaches to stratified randomization.
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When peer effects (or “interference” in the classical experimental design terminology) are of interest,

one may wish to design experiments that are informative about the magnitude of such effects. Economic

studies that use randomized experiments to measure peer effects include Duflo and Saez (2003), Miguel

and Kremer (2003), and Angelucci and De Giorgi (2009). The design of experiments to measure peer

effects has been studied in Hirano and Hahn (2010) and Baird, Bohren, McIntosh, and Özler (2017).

The Wald framework we have emphasized in this chapter is a single-agent theory of statistical decision-

making. As such, it does not easily handle strategic considerations that could arise from the behavior of

the subjects of the experiment or survey, unless they can be subsumed into the loss or welfare function.

Some recent work has explicitly modeled design and other statistical decision problems as games be-

tween some designer and her human subjects. Somes examples include Chassang, Padró i Miquel, and

Snowberg (2012), Tetenov (2016), and Spiess (2018).

6 Conclusion

In this chapter we have discussed the construction and analysis of decision rules in econometrics, focus-

ing on obtaining useful approximations to their risk (or expected welfare) properties. The framework is

quite general and provides useful insights not only into conventional statistical activities such as estima-

tion, but also into policy decision-making (through empirical auction design and treatment assignment

rules for example), design of experiments and surveys, point forecasting, and other empirical problems.

There are many other potential applications of the framework which we have not covered here, such as

the construction and comparison of forecast intervals (e.g. Christoffersen (1998) and Askanazi, Diebold,

Schorfheide, and Shin (2018)) and forecast densities (e.g. Diebold, Gunther, and Tay (1998), Tay and Wal-

lis (2000), and Hall and Mitchell (2004)).

We focused on local asymptotic methods as a tool for obtaining relatively simple characterizations of

the risk/welfare properties of decision rules. Local asymptotics can be used to study not only smooth

settings where normality emerges naturally, but also other settings involving parameters that do not

change smoothly with the underlying distribution of the data, rare events, and nonstationary time se-

ries. Of course, depending on the problem, other approaches such as the use of concentration inequal-

ities to obtain risk bounds, and the use of global nonparametric approximations (as in Brown and Low

(1996), Nussbaum (1996), and Armstrong and Kolesár (2018)) may provide more useful characterizations

of complex decision rules.
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